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This  study de elops a methodology to consol idate transit stops. I t  develops a 
mathematical model and a program which takes stop consol idation decision(s) according 
to u ers tra el t ime savings and desired accessibi l ity. The model i terates unt i l  the users 
travel time sa ings are maximized. The study tests this mathematical model in different 
hypothetical scenarios. ix factors (distance between staps. passenger . acfivity. average 
cruising speed, maximum ),valkable di ·tance. frequency af sen ice and percentage af 
decrea ed pa enger ) with multiple levels were set to bui ld the scenarios. Three 
response (percentage of consol idated stops, percentage of travel time savings and 
percentage of operating time savings) were observed . The findings showed that the 
di tance between the staps and the maximum 'walkable distance are the most influent ial 
factors . The pa senger . acti1.ity and the percentage af decreased pas engers are also 
found to be influential . The average cruising peed and the frequency af service has very 
l ittle influence on the response variables. The study also shows how the interactions of 
the factors influence the consol idation decision. Finally the model i s  tested on two routes 
(route 900 and 930) of Al Ain City public bus service. I t  shows that 30 and 36 stops out 
of 98 and 1 26 stops can be consol idated in route 900 and 930 respectively. This can save 
a considerable amount of  users travel time and operating time. I n  monetary value, the 
saving is about 865,000 US$ and 1 , 1 00,000 US$ per year for route 900 and 930 
respectively. 
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1.1 P roblem I d e n tification 
Publ ic tran it plays a very important role in the urban transportat ion planning and 
management. I t  i s  not only considered as a cheap means of transportation. but also 
considered as efficient and t ime saving mode. In man cit ies, public transportat ion is 
given priority over private cars . Many transit systems are proven to be more time saving 
than private cars in many c it ies. Beside this, public transportation is gaining its share in 
many c ities due to the growing congestion, rise in the fuel price and more awareness 
about environment. 
To cope v ith the continuous demand, traffic growth and competition. transit systems 
needs to be efficient. One of the important efficiency indicators of transit performance is 
the trip travel t ime.  H igh travel t ime often discourages passengers to use that mode. 
Recent study ( RTTSRC, 2009; Hassan et al . 20 1 2) indicated moderate satisfaction levels 
of the service by the transit users in Al Ain and Abu Dhabi . One of the main concerns that 
users had i s  the long travel t imes on the routes. For example. in Al Ain, average travel 
time for a single trip of route 900 ( to H i l i  Park) is Ihour 13 minutes. This route covers 
about 30 ki lometer of d istance and with an average travel speed of 24 ki lometer per hour. 
The long travel t ime i s  part icularly attributed to the high number of transit stops (52), 
especial ly within the town center (15 stops in  5 . 8  ki lometer) . 
A number of strategies have been developed and advocated in  l iterature to reduce the 
transit trip t imi ng. Stop consol idation i s  one of the potential promising strategies to 
reduce the transit trip t ime.  It can reduce the headway and fleet size which saves the 
operating cost of  the agency. I t  also increases rel iabi l ity and decreases the riding time of 
the through passengers. But at the same time, it may reduce accessibi l i ty and may also 
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increase the walking time of the passengers. orne of these fa tors (e.g. rel iabi l i ty. 
accessibi l ity. walking t ime and riding time, cost avings) are addre sed ufficiently in 
d ifferent research. but. some other factors (such as frequency of service, travel speed. 
pas engers travel time savings) are not addres ed adequately .  There is a need to 
in estigate al l these factors comprehensively in taking consol idation decision. There is 
also a defici ncy in under tanding the effects of d ifferent factors on the stop consol idation 
dec ision (whether to consol idate a stop or not?) .  Thi research i nvest igates various factors 
comprehensi ely and develops a procedure to systematical ly investigate the tran it stops 
for cons l idation. It also explores the effects of different factors on stop consolidat ion. 
1.2 A i m  a n d  Objective of the Study 
The main a im of this study i s  develop a framework and methodology for transit stop 
con ol idation. 
The particular objectives of this study are : 
� To develop a methodology to consol idate transit stops to enhance the transit users 
tra el t ime. 
� To test this method in  various hypothetical scenanos and to detennine the 
important factors of potential impact on the consol idation deci sion(s). 
� To test this method using real data of a transit network (a case study). 
1.3 S t u d y  T a s ks 
The study tasks can be summarized as fol lows 
� I nvestigat ing the earl ier works in  stop consol idation process 
.. Developing an algorithm for consol idating stops by opt imizing transit user travel 
t ime 
.. De eloping a model to assess stop consol idation opportunities along exist ing 
transit routes 
.. Developing a simulator to model d ifferent hypothetical scenarios and assess the 
effect of factors i nvolved in the consol idation process 
.. Testi ng the model in  a real transit network. 
2 
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1.4 Stud y  A p proach 
The methodolog of the study fol lows the standard teps which inc ludes setting up of 
objecti es. l iterature r view, model development, data col lection. analysis and 
recommendations. F igure 1.1 shows the major steps of the tudy. Detai ls of these steps 
are discussed below. 
Study Objectives 
L itera t u re Review 
Model  Development 
Data Collection 
Recom mendations 
Figu re!. 1 :  Flow Diagram of Different  Study Task 
1 .4. 1 Literature review 
Related books art ic les, papers, and thesis were thoroughly and cri t icall y  reviewed. 
Various stop conso lidation criteria and factors were ident i fied from the l iterature. 
1 .4.2 Model Development 
A model was developed to calculate the potential users travel t ime savings due to transit 
stops consol idat ion.  In the process of model development other related models or 
3 
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theories were reviewed and integrated where neces ary. Finally. the devised model wa 
coded in Excel VB environment . The model can be used to decide which transit stop(s) 
can be consol idated to enhance transit users tra el time whi le maintaining comfortable 
level of acce sibi l i t  . 
1 .4.3 Data Col l ect ion 
Data of in City Bu et\.\ork were col lected from a secondary source (RTT RC, 
2009). The data was u ed in the case study of the model . The case study data includes 
top location , di tance between stops, passenger acti ity (boarding and al ighting), travel 
t ime. and frequenc of service along two particular routes (routes 900 and 930). 
1 .4.4 A nalysis 
The devi ed model was analyzed in two stages. In  the first stage, the developed simulator 
was used to model arious hypothetical scenarios, and to analyze the contribut ing factors 
of the stop conso lidation.  I n  the second stage. two bus routes of Al Ain Ci ty Bus Service 
etwork were analyzed. 
1 .4.5 Rec o m m en dati o n  
Recommendations were suggested for further improvement of the model .  Some related 
study was also recommended. 
1.5 O rga n iza t i on of the Thesis 
The thesis consists of  six chapters . Chapter 1 includes the problem identification. aim, 
objective and tasks of the study. It also highl ights briefly the methodology adopted for the 
study. 
Chapter 2 includes the review of the related l iteratures. I t  i nc ludes d i fferent concepts of 
stop consol idation, advantage and disadvantage of consol idat ion, and the important 
factors associated with consol idation. It also describes the concepts and components of 
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tra\ el time which include the tran it travel time (or run tim ), transit user travel time and 
val ue of travel t ime. 
Chapter 3 de cribe the development of the model for transit user travel time savings. It 
describe the model structure and i ts components. The chapter also explains the 
theoretical basi s of the model .  
In Chapter 4 ,  the model i tested in d ifferent hypothetical scenarios to capture the primary 
factor of signi ficant contribut ions to the transit users travel time sa ings. An 
exp rimental design methodology is used for this analysis. 
Chapter 5 describe the case study to check the performance of the model .  Two bus routes 
( route 900 and route 930) are chosen from Al Ain C ity publ ic bus service operated by the 
Department of Transport - Abu Dhabi ( DoT). I t  analyzes the model outcomes for these 
two cases. The chapter provides detai led analysis of applying the di scussed model to 
these two routes. 
Chapter 6 describes the notable strengths and l imitations of the mode l .  It also produces 





2. 1 to p Conso l i d at ion 
In  Transit planning, stop consol idation refers to a process of merging, el iminating or re­
locating stops. Th main goals of stop consol idation are to increase the transit trip speed, 
reduce tra el time, increase rel iabi l i ty, optimize bus stop spacing, improve passenger 
faci l i t ie and impro e pedestrian and traffic safety .  
2. 1 . 1  Advan tages and Disadvan tages of Sto p  Co nsol idation 
top consol idation has the most direct effect on travel t ime.  This  i s  due to the fact that 
each top is characterized by certain delay elements such as deceleration and acceleration 
time, dwel l  time, t ime taken in the open and c lose doors and re-entering traffic delay. 
Thus, consol idation can decrease the travel time by saving these delay times . This wi l l  
reduce the operat ing cost (L i  and Bartini, 2008; Furth e t  al . ,  2007; Furth and Rahbee, 
2000) and even reduce the fleet size ( lbeas et al . ,  2010; Saka, 2001) .  
Remo ing bus stops also reduces variations 111 travel t imes because there are fewer 
opportunities for delay .  I n  his research, Kehoe (2004) proved that stop consol idation can 
improve rel iabi l ity by reducing the nwnber of late trips. More proficient schedul ing with 
less recovery time can be achieved with an improved rel iabi l ity (Furth and Mul ler, 2007). 
Rel iable schedule reduces passenger waiting time and frustration (Furth and Mul ler, 
2006) .  The " bunching effect" (two or more transit vehicles along the same route, 
scheduled to be evenly spaced running in the same location at the same time) can also be 
decreased with improved rel iabi l ity. 
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I n  stop con ol idation. some user are affected as the average walking di tance and time 
are increased. Moreo er, i t  may reduce the catchment area of the stops and thus reduces 
acce ibi l ity to some users. This  may conceptually lead to reduced ridership after 
con ol idation. onetheless, a smart consol idation approach may sho\ no adverse impact 
on rider hip (EI-Geneid et aI . ,  2006; Kehoe, 2004) .  Rather, it may increase the ridership 
by improving the rel iabi l ity and travel time (Vuchic . 2005; Kehoe. 2004) .  As a result, 
u r satisfaction can al 0 be increased (EI-Geneidy and urprenant-Legault, 20 1 0; 
Hensher et aI . ,  2003) .  
2. 1 .2 Factors of  Stop Consol idation 
everal factors are pointed out by the researchers which should be considered before 
choo ing a stop to consol idate. Stop spacing and accessibi l i ty are considered to be most 
important of al l .  Other factors include transit demand (normally represented as ridership), 
stopping pattern, transfer tops. etc . These factors are discussed below. 
2.1.2.1 Stop Spacing 
pacing between the stops is the main determ ining factor to consol idate stops. Bus stop 
location has impacts on riding t ime, operating cost and walking t ime. As a result, it needs 
tradeoff between the costs and benefits of more frequent stops (Furth and Rahbee, 2000). 
Many researchers work on determining the geographic location of stops ( Ibeas et al . ,  
20 1 0; Furth e t  aI ., 2007) and d istance between stops (Ol iveira e t  ai . 20 1 1; Li ,  20 1 1 ;  Gong 
et aI .. 2011; Ibeas et aI., 2010, Li and Bart ini  2008; Ol iveira et al .  2008; Chien and Qin, 
2004: Saka, 2001; Furth and Rahbee, 2000; Feng et aI ., 20 1 2 ; Vuchic and Newel l ,  1968). 
Stop Spacing Studies 
Vuchic and Newel l  ( 1 968)  are the pIOneer researchers who presented an analytical 
method to determi ne stop spacing. They assumed a uniform population distribution along 
the l ine to find out the optimum spacing by minimizing the total passenger travel time. 
The problem was formulated as an optimization problem where the al ignment of the 
transit l i ne between two points (source and destination) are given. The positions of the 
intermediate stations are to be determined optimal ly based on the travel time cost. Stop 
spacing is opt imized when the marginal changes in transit user's access time and in-
7 
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vehicle times become balanced . A hypothetical route, assuming unifonn population 
den it)' wa inve ti gated and optimum stop spacing wa derived in their study. The study 
re ult how that transit l ike commuter rai l ,  \.vith large vehicle capacity and passenger 
loads would be best erved with fewer stops. 
Wirasinghe and Ghoneim (1981) defined optimal spacing as a problem to minimize costs. 
These costs include users' co t coming from access egress, and in-vehicle time co t .  ost 
also inc lude transit operating cost and the cost of bui lding and maintaining stops. They 
pre ented a heuristic approach using continuum appro imation and calculus to optimize 
stop spac ing by minimizing passengers' travel time. 
aka (200 1 )  extended this l ine of research further by demonstrati ng that proper spacing of 
top can ignificantl improve the quality of transit service by decreasing travel time, 
headway, fleet size and capital cost. H is  mathematical model i s  derived from the 
fundamental relationships among velocity, unifonn acceleration or deceleration, and 
displacement, with the average bus operating speed, headway, required fleet size and 
potential system capacity. Challuri (2006) pointed out two important drawbacks of this 
model :  too many significant sources of delays is grouped in  'miscel laneous delay' 
category, and " l imited appl icabi l i ty", as it cannot be used i n  wel l-establ ished bus routes. 
though it can be useful for planning purpose. 
Furth and Rahbee (2000) used a discrete model combining Geographic InfOlmation 
ystem (G IS )  and dynamic programming. They appl ied the model to a heavi ly used route 
in the Massachusetts Bay Transportat ion Authority system to detem1ine the optimal 
number and location of bus stops. They distributed the demand (observed at the existing 
stops), to the cross and paral le l  streets in  the route service area. The objective of dynamic 
programming is  to min imize passengers' time costs and the operati ng costs of the route. 
The model results gave preference to larger stop spacing near the centre core of the route 
and smal ler spacing near the tenninals. The logic behind this is that, near the core area, 
there are nonnally  more passengers on-board, and if  stop spac ing is more they wil l  not be 
delayed by the extra stops. The model suggested only 19 stops out of 3 7  existing stops. 
The average stop spacing increased from 200 meters to 400 meters, resulting in 
passengers ' average walking time increase by 0 .6 minutes. The passengers' average in-
ehicle times dec l ined by 1 .8  min and the average vehicle running times dec l ined by 4.3 
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min per trip .  In  the opti mum stop spaci ng scenario, the combined cost saving of the 
pa enger and the operating agenc was estimated as 132 per hour. 
Furth et al . (2007) pointed out a major drawback of the traditional models as these models 
as umed uni form demand density orland unobstructed walking paths whi le calculating 
walking di stances. To calculate walking distance accurately. they used land parcel 
information databa e and \i alkwa network. The parcel database is converted to a transit 
demand database reflect ing each parcel ' s  abi l ity to produce and attract public transit. 
They u ed the rTE ( Insti tute of Transportation Engineers) Trip Generat ion and 
Distribution Manual to cal ulate the transit trip demand of each parcel according to the 
land use. The walkwa network modeled the entire feasible walking paths from the 
parcels to the transit stops. Final l  , walking d istances were calculated as the nearest 
walking di tance from a parcel to a stop. 
hien and Qin  (2004) proposed a mathematical model to determine optimum number of 
stops and location by minimizing total cost . A real istic demand d istribution based on a 
general treet configuration was considered. The concept of non-addi tive time cost was 
also appl ied in  the development of the model .  
rbeas et  al .  (2010)  proposed an optimal bus stop location and spacing model to minimize 
the social cost of al l  the transport system, taking into account the possible variations in 
demand due to the d ifferent locations for the bus stops, the interaction with private traffic, 
congestion within the publ ic transport system and the socio-demographic characteristics 
of each zone i n  the study area. They appl ied this model to the transit system of the 
antander Ci ty and found the opt imal stop spaci ng (between 360 meters and 780 meters). 
Li and Bert in i  (2008) estimated the average stop spacing ( 372 meters or 1222 feet) by 
their model using the Bus Dispatch System Data (BDS)  of a transport provider in 
Port land. The aim of their model i s  to minimize the operat ing cost whi le maintaining a 
high degree of transit  accessibi l ity . 
Ol iviera et a l .  (2008) designed a model compnsmg non- l inear programmmg and 
heuristics to opt imize bus stop spacing by minimizing users' average travel time. They 
employed the model i n  a bus route in  the Braz i l ian c i ty Sao Paulo. An average optimum 
9 
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spacing of 850 meter \ a estimated a much higher value than the actual ayerage of 2 -0 
meter . The model re ul ted in opt imum number of stops as 19 (original number is 70). 
which reduce the travel time by 25%. 
lonsoa et al . (2011) proposed a bi - level optimization model ,  which incl udes a modal 
spl it function in a 10 er level and a social cost minimization function on the upper level . 
The model applied in d ifferent range of demand levels (ver low to high congestion) . The 
results how that, low demand produce higher stop spacing whi le high demand needs 
low r stop pacing. 
Spacillg Standards 
tudy b Furth and Rahbee (2000) found that 95 out of 1 11 responding U .S .  agencies 
have stop-spac ing guide l ines. About half of these agencies recommend spacing of 200 to 
270 meter and c loser spac ing in business districts. EI-Geneidy et al .  (2006) claimed that 
the standards are hardly uniform as they ha e quite a large range. Table 2 .1 shows some 
standards fol lowed/suggested by some u.s. agencies. Furth and Rahbee (2000) observed 
that the U .  . c i ties have many c losely spacing stops ( seven to eight per mile) than the 
European c ities (three to four per mi le) .  They found the opt imum spacing to be around 
400 meters . Saka (2001) also suggested s imi lar spacing. 
Table 2.1 Stop Spacing Stan d a rds for Different Serv ice Environ ments 
Service E nv iro n m ent  TriMet TCRP Report 19 N C H RP 69 
( feet) ( feet) ( feet) 
High density ( 80+ unites/acre), CBD --- 300-1000 440-528 
Ful ly developed residential area (22 to 
780 500-1200 660-880 
80 units/acre) 
Low density residential (4 to 22 
1000 600-2500 1056-2640 
uni tes/ acre) 
Rural ( less than 4 unites/acre) As needed 650-2640 1320-2640 
Source: (El-Geneidy et al., 2006) 
KFH Group Inc .  (2009) prepared the guidel ines for the design and placement of transit 
stops for Washington Metropol i tan Area Transit Authority. They indicated: " bus tops 
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should be 'ipaced closely enough that pa enger can ll'alk to them ea ily. but far enough 
apart to allo \-j , for greater bus ef iciencies" . In pired from the \.vork of Furth and Rahbee 
(2000), they recommended four to Ii e bust stops per mi le for the " Local Bus en'ice". 
For the "Enhanced erv ice/Limited top ervice" the recommended pacing is two to 
true tops per mi le. 
2. 1 .2.2 Acce s ibi l ity 
According to Wikipedia (20 1 2), "accessibility i the degree to which a product, device, 
ervice, or environment i available to as many people a possible. Accessibility can be 
Viel\'ed a the ability fo acces and benefit from ome ystem or entity," In transportation 
planning it can be defined as the ease of reaching destinations. Often. transit researchers 
measW'ed acce sibi l ity in  terms of service area coverage which is usual ly  determined by 
user ' wi l l ingness to walk ( Biba et aI . ,  2010; Murray and Wu, 2003 ; Zhao et aI . ,  2003 ; 
0' ul l i  an and Moral l ,  1996). 
Walking Distance Stalldards 
Locat ion of a transit  stop i s  vi tal for its passengers. I t  should be located at a convenient 
d istance from passenger' s origin and destination. Distance is particularly a factor for the 
pedestrian choice to avai l  a mode. For park and ride passengers (car and cycl ists), the 
parking faci l i ty is much important than the distance.  As the major portion of stops is  
designed for the walk ing passengers, the average distance of wi l l i ngness to walk is  
considered to determi ne the service area or the accessibi l i ty. 
The Transit Oriented Development Committee of Fairfax County, Virginia researched the 
walk ing distance compi l i ng the standards fol lowed by di fferent authorities (TOD, 2006) .  
Table 2 .2  compi les the standards suggested by se eral other researchers as wel l .  
O'Sul l ivan and Monal l ( 1 996) conducted a study to  determi ne actual walking distance of 
L ight Rail Transit ( L RT) stations in Calgary Canada. They indicated that, people use to 
walk further to reach a LRT station than a bus stop. They found that the average walking 
d istance to suburban stations i s  649 meters with the 75th-percenti le  distance of 840 
meters . At C B D  stat ions the average walking distance is 326 meters and the 75th­
percent i le  d istance is 419 meters. I n  another study for bus stops, it was found that the 
average walk ing d istance is 327 meters and the 75th-percent i le  d istance is 450 meters 
(Lam and Morral l , 1982) .  Gruen, (1964) developed a table (Table 2 . 3 )  to i l l ustrate 
people's tolerance for wal king according to the physical environment of the walking path. 
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Table 2.2 A erage Di  tance of Wa lking fo r Tran it  ervice 
I Reference Juri d iction / tudy area tandard Tran it Type 
(meter) 
Maryland Bus 457 
Kansa C ity, Missouri Bus 457 
New Jerse Bus 400 
T D, 2006 
Ontario Bus 400 
Y. CT, NJ Tri -metro area Bus 400 
Snohomish City, Washington Bus 300 
Lam and Moral l ,  1982 Calgary. Canada Bus 327 - 450 
Bus 550 - 660 
E l-Geneid y et al . ,  2010 Montreal , Canada 
Commuter Rail 1095 - 12 1 9  
O'Sul l ivan and LRT, CBD 326  - 419 
Calgary. Canada 
MonalL 1996 LRT. Sub-Urban 649 - 840 
Table 2.3 People's Tolera nce for Walkin g  in Differen t  Eenvironment  
Walking Time Wa lking Dista nce 
Enviro n m e n t  
( m i n u tes) feet meters 
In a highl y attract i  e, completely weather- 20 5 ,000 1 , 524 
protected and art ificial ly  c l imatized environment 
In a highl attractive env i ronment in  which 10 2,500 762 
sidewalks are protected from sunshine and rain 
I n  an attractive but not weather-protected area 5 1 ,250 3 8 1  
during periods o f  i nc lement weather 
I n  an unattracti e en i ronment (parking lot, 2 600 183 
garage, traffic-congested streets) 
Sourse: Gruen, (1964) 
Accessibility assessment methods 
Conventional ly, the transit  service area is detenni ned by G I S  by creat ing a d istance buffer 
around the transit  route or the stops along that route (Ayval ik and Khisty. 2002; Munay, 
200 1 ). Although it i s  a popular method to estimate service area or accessibil ity, there are 
strong crit icisms as wel l .  Researchers critic ize the assumptions of a uniform distribution 
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within the census pol gon and population within the buffer of the transit route. 10reo\ 'er. 
the buffer method tends to overestimate the population within the service area, since the 
actual walk ing d istances \', i thin the buffer are greater than the Euc l idean di tances used to 
generate the buffer ( Biba et a l . ,  20 1 O� Zhao et al . 2003 ) .  
To o\ ercome the l imitations of the buffer method, 0' ei l l  et  al . ( 1 992) developed the 
network rat io method . By as uming evenly distributed population along streets. the 
pedestrian walk ing d istances along streets were measured . The proportion of population 
in the tran it ervice area was calculated as the ratio of the total length of streets within 
the preferred walking distance, to the total length of al l  streets. 
Zhao et a l .  (2003) employed a regression method to forecast the transit population. Biba 
et al .  (2010) employed a land parcel-based approach to estimate transit demand by 
developing a walking network based on 1 320 feet walking distance. They showed that the 
other methods (buffer and network ratio method) overestimate the demand highly than the 
parcel-network method. 
Transit accessibi l i ty is affected by many factors, including safe,  pleasant, comfortable 
streets for walking to transit fac i l i t ies; topography of the environment; parking fac i l i ties 
for cars and bicycles; handicap access etc. (Zhao et al . ,  2003 ) .  The elements that have to 
be considered while analyzing walk ing distance are the individual characteristics, station 
and area characteristics, bus route features, and temperature (E I-Geneidy et aI . ,  20 1 0). 
Wibowo and Olszewski (2005) indicated that the physical features such as the street 
crossings, ascending steps and traffic conflicts along the walking route (for example :  car 
parks) affect walking to and from the transit stops. 
Accessib i l i ty has a great i mpact on ridership, whi le stop consol idation has some impacts 
on accessib i l i ty.  An additional stop along a route means greater access and more 
acceptable walking/driv ing standards for a larger number of people. On the other hand. 
more stops and greater access slow transit travel speeds, thereby decreasing the area of 
service reachable given specific travel t ime constraints. The fewer the number of stops 
along a route, the faster the travel speeds and the farther one can travel in a fixed period 
of time ( Murray 200 1 '  Saka 2001; Furth and Rahbee 2000� Wirasinghe and Ghoneim 
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1981) .  Thus, accessibi l i ty ha an i nverse relationship with transit travel peed and 
rel iabi l ity; acce ib i l i ty ha a po itive relationship with travel time and ridership. 
2.1.2.3 Other Facto r 
Pa enger Activity 
Rider hip (boarding and al ighting) of a transit stop represents its demand or pas enger 
activity. stop with con i tent low activity can be a candidate for consolidation. I n  
shared top , ridership of a particular route can be ery low, whi le riderslup of  other 
routes may be acceptable.  In this case stop consol idation can be considered only for the 
10\ ridership routes and not for the other routes with acceptable ridership. 
Stoppillg pattern 
topping pattern refers to the stopping position of the transit vehicle; on/off street. On 
street stopping does not need time to merge with the traffic, whi le off street stopping 
requires merging time. This  effect can be prominent on congested roads without 
regulations of yielding to public transit vehicles. In these cases, travel time wil l  increase 
due to the delay caused by merging. 
Transfer Stop 
Transfer stops should not be considered for stop consol idation. I t  may disrupt 
accessib i l i ty to other transit routes .  I n  d ifferent stop consol idation studies and projects, 
the usual practice is to keep the transfer stops. 
2.2 Com po n e n ts of T ravel T i m e  
Travel t ime can be  perceived in  two different perspectives; transit operator and user. 
According to transit operator' s  perspective, the travel time refers to the time needed for a 
transit vehicle to complete its route. The users perceive the transit travel t ime as the time 
taken to complete the trip by the transit vehicle.  I f  a stop is consol idated, two groups of 
users wi l l  be affected. The first group is the through passengers, who wi l l  benefit from 
travel time sa ings. The second group, (original users of the consol idated stop) wi l l  have 
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to \valk more ( increase in walking time) to reach a stop. The components of travel time. 
affected b consol idation are discussed below. 
2.2. 1 T ran i t  T rave l  T i m e  or Ru n T i m e  
Transit travel time or  run time compnses four mam elements; acceleration and 
d celeration time, dwel l ing time at stops, delay time associated with traffic signals and 
unimpeded tra el t ime involving cruise speed . Beside these, there are orne exogenous 
factors such as weather, traffic,  operator' s  atti tude etc . ( aka, 2001) .  EI -Geneidy and 
urprenant- Legault (2010) and El -Geneidy et al . (2009) describe the variables that ha e 
significant effect on bus run time (Table 2.4) .  I n  the case of stop consol idation. tran it 
travel time associated with the accelerat ion/deceleration and dwel l ing wi l l  be reduced 
(Ol iviera et a i . ,  2008; Chien and Qin, 2004; Saka, 2001) .  Stop consol idation wi l l  be no 
effect on travel t ime associated with the traffic signals or unimpeded travel .  
Table 2 .4 Factors Affect ing  Tra nsit  Travel Times 
Variables Description 
Distance Segment length 
I ntersect i ons I Number of signal ized intersections 
Bus stops I N umber of bus stops 
Boarding Number of passenger boarding 
Alighting Number of passenger al ighting 
Time Time period 
Driver Driver experience 
Period of service How long the driver has been on service in the study period? 
Departure delay Observed departure time minus scheduled 
Stop delay time Time lost in stops based on bus configuration ( low floor etc . )  
Non-recurring events L ift usage, bridge opening, etc . 
D irection I nbound or outbound service 
Weather Weather related conditions 
Road Road characteristics 
Operating environment Congestion 
Source: El-Geneidy and Surprenant-Legault (20] 0) and EI-Genezdy et al. (2009) 
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2.2. 1 . 1 I m pact on Dwel l ing Time 
Dwel l ing t ime j defined as "the tnne /l1 econds fhal a trm7 II vehIcle 1 slOppedfor the 
purpose (�f \-en'll7g pa \·sel1�ers. II mclude. the total pas enger service time pili ' the tIme 
needed to open and clo. e doors' (HeM ] 985) In Figure 2 1, the green and red portions 
together are con idered as dwel l  t ime. The red port ion is  the t ime needed for door open 
and clo e whi le the green portion is the t ime taken for passengers boarding and al ight ing. 
Dwel l i ng t ime can vary great ly among different transit stops, at different times of day, 
passenger loads, number of l ift  deployments for disabled passengers, and other factors 
uch as the efficiency of the fare col lection system Stop consolidat ion affect the dwel l ing 
t ime by saving the time needed for door opening and closing. As passengers wi l l  shift to 
other stops, there wi l l  be no change in the overal l  boarding and al ighting time. 
Average Cruis ing Speed Deceleration Stop Acceleration Average Cruising Speed 
. . . .  � . . . . . . �I .... < _1---+=-_D.q..I ....... >_I . . ::=? . . . .  � 
Dwel l ing 
Figure 2. 1 :  Travel Time Com ponen ts Associated with Stops 
Bertini  and EI-Geneidy (2004) developed regression equations to calculate the dwel l i ng 
t ime They analyzed three scenarios; boarding plus a l ighting, only al ight ing and only 
boarding. For boarding plus al ighting model, the dwel l ing time i s  equal to 5 8 seconds 
plus 3 .6 seconds per boarding plus 0 .85  seconds per al ight ing. The 5 . 8  seconds is the t ime 
needed for opening and closing the door. Kraft and Bergen ( 1 974) found that the 
passenger service t ime does not vary in AM and PM peaks. In midday, i t  requires more 
t ime than peak periods to serve passengers. Usually boarding times are more than the 
alight i ng t imes. There is no difference in the a l ight ing t imes between the rear and front 
doors They found that the dwel l i ng t ime is equal to 2 seconds p lus 4 . 5  seconds for each 
boarding passenger in a cash and change fare structure. I n  exact fare structure, it equals 
1 . 5 seconds plus 1 .9 seconds for each boarding passenger. I n  Levinson ( 1983 )  study, the 
dwel l  t ime constant is found to be 5 seconds and 2.75 seconds for each boarding or 
al ight ing 
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Dueker et aI . (2004) u ed extensi e data of automatic vehicle location ( L) and 
automatic pa senger counter APC )  to de elop their ov,n dwel l ing t ime regression model . 
I n  addition to boarding and al ighting, they incorporated several other factors l ike schedule 
maintenance. passenger friction low floor bus, and time of day, which make their model 
more comprehensi e. Moreo er, they developed separate models (with/without l ift 
operation) and only al ighting and onl boarding scenarios. The dwel l ing t ime model .  
without l ift  operation, i s  shown in Table 2 .5 .  In  their model ,  the constant (5 .136 second) 
r fers to the time needed for door open and close. 
Table 2.5 Bus Dw ell T ime Model: Without Lift Operation 
Name Coefficient 
Boarding 3 .481 
Boarding1 -0.040 
Al ighting 1.701 
l ighting� -0.031 
On Time -0 .144 
Low deck -0.113 
Passenger Friction 0 .069 
M id-da period 1 .364 
Afternoon peak 0 .924 
Evening period 1.248 
Late everting and early morning 0 .069 
Feeder route 0 .145 
Cross town route -0.3 88 
Constant 5.136 
N 3 53,552 
Adjusted RL 0.3475 
2.2.1.2 Acceleration-deceleration Time 
Deceleration time is  the t ime the transit vehicle takes after applying i ts break to halt in an 
approaching stop. Acceleration t ime is  the t ime taken to regain cruising speed after 
leaving the stop. S imple formulas of dynamics can be used to predict these values. 
However, variations in driver ski l l ,  vehicle performance, traffic conditions, and roadside 
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conditions make it d ifficult to accurately predict this t ime ( Kehoe, 2006). The 
deceleration/acceleration t ime is positively related to the number of stops . 
Levinson ( 1 98 3 )  de eloped an equation (equation 1 )  for acceleration and deceleration 
time per bu top ( t. in seconds) hich depends on number of tops per mi le (X). 
( = 23 .4 - 1 . 53X ( 1 )  
Chien and Qin ( 2004) appl ied equat ion 2 to estimate acceleration and deceleration time 
( t) for stops. They used average speed ( 1') acceleration rate (a) and deceleration rate (b) to 
estimate thi t ime. 
v v 
f = - + -2 a  2 b  (2)  
Chien and Qin (2004) assumed the acceleration and deceleration rate to be the same (0. 1 2  
mi le/second2) .  aka (200 1 )  fol lowed the AASHTO ( 1 994) specification. 0 .5 
meterlsecond:! for acceleration and 2 .0 meterlsecond2 for deceleration. 
2.2 .2 User's T rave l  T i m e  
Users travel t ime can be  d ivided into four parts :  t ime to reach the stop from origin, 
wait ing time, riding t ime and t ime to reach dest ination from stop. A graphical 
demonstration of the components of user's travel t ime is shown in F igure 2 . 2 .  Moving to 
and from stop usual ly i nvolve walk ing ( green portion in  F igure 2 .2 )  and thus often 
referred as walking t ime.  Waiting t ime starts immediately after reaching the stop t i l l  
rid ing (red portion i n  F igure 2 .2) .  After that, riding t ime starts t i l l  the passenger alight at 
the destination stops (b lue portion in  F igure 2 .2 ) .  
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Origin to stop Waiting Riding Stop to destination 
• • • • • 
Figure 2 . 2 :  Graph ical Representation of User' s Travel Time Com ponents 
2.2 .2. 1 I m pact on Through Users Travel Time 
Through u er refer to the on-board users passing through the consol idated stop. They are 
l i kely to gain ( save) orne riding t ime after stop consol idation The amount of t ime gained 
in thi process is  the sum of acceleration, deceleration and door open-close t imes As the 
affected user of the con ol idated stop wi l l  use preceding or subsequent stops for 
dwel l i ng, the t ime needed for loading and alighting (at the consol idated stop) wi l l  be 
di tributed among these stops. As such, there wi l l  be no extra t ime saved for dwel l ing. 
Though there is one situation where some dwel l i ng time is  to be gained by through users 
al ighting in the subsequent stop 
2.2.2.2 I m pact on Affected Users Travel Time 
Affected user refer to the boarding and al ighting passengers of the consol idated stop 
Stop consol idation is l ikely to impact the walking time, wait ing t ime and riding time of 
the affected users. 
Impact on Walking Time 
Stop consol idat ion increases the stop spacing so that the affected passengers have to walk 
longer di stances, result ing in  increased walk ing t ime The walk ing t ime depends on the 
walking speed. A study conducted by Bohannon ( 1 997) found that the mean comfortable  
gait (walk) speed ranges from 4 .5  to  5 . 2  kmlhr. TOD (2006) referred to standards of 2 5  
to 3 1 mi les/hr (4 to 5 kmlhr). O' Sul l ivan and Morral l  ( 1 996) assumed 80 mlmin  (4 .8  
kmlhr) walking speed, L i  and Bart ini (2008) used 4 feet/sec (4 .4  krnIhr). 
Impact on Waiting Time 
Furth and Mul ler ( 2006) indicated the considerable  impact of the wait ing time on the 
service rel i abi l ity. Chien and Qin (2004) argued that if the headway is  fixed, there wi l l  be 
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no effect n the wait ing time of the users. This rna be true if there is no reduction in 
rider hip due to con ol idation. I f  pa sengers were reduced due to the con ol idation effect 
orne waiting time wi l l  b gained ( reduced) .  simple deterministic model is presented in 
MIT Open ourse Ware (20 1 0) to calculate waiting time of the transit passengers. I f  
pa enger arri val times are independent of vehicle departure times, vehicles depart 
determini t ical ! at equal interval and every passenger can board the fir t vehicle to 
arri e, the e pected wait ing time, £(\1') can be calculated from equation ( 3 ) .  
£(11) = £(h)t2 ( 3 )  
Where, £(17) = expected headwa 
Impact 011 Riding Time 
Riding time impact can be posit ive or negative. Users can sa e riding time if they choose 
ub equent stop for boarding and preceding stop for al ighting. On the other hand, users 
wi l l  gain more rid ing t ime i f  they choose preceding stop to boarding and subsequent stop 
for al ighting. 
2.2 .3 Val u e  of  T i m e  
Hess e t  a l .  ( 2004) estimated the waiting time cost to be $8 . 5  per hour. In TDM 
encyclopedia, access cost ( wait ing + walking) is  estimated as $8lhour and riding cost as 
$8Ihour. Travel time value is  generally half of the average wage rate. The value of time 
spent driving in  congestion walking to a transit stop, waiting for a bus, or travel ing in 
unpleasant conditions such as in  a crowded vehicle is two or three t imes the value of 
wage rate. Chien and Qin (2004) assumed operating cost of $50 per vehicle hour 
tra e l led, value of access t ime $20 per passenger per hour, and value of riding time of $ 1 2  
per passenger per hour. Bertini and EI-Geneidy ( 2004) used an operating cost of $60 per 
vehicle hour. 
2.3 Distrib u tion of Passenger 
Distribution of  passenger is  cri tical to  stop spacing or  stop consol idation problems. A 
related term to this i s  the "catchment area" of the stop. The main methods to addressing 
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passenger di tribution or catchment area involve simple buffering (Ayval ik  and Klust)'. 
2002) ,  detai led Ie el GI analysi ( Biba et al . ,  20 1 0: Furth et aI . ,  2007 : Chal luri, 2006), 
and imple rect i- l i near distribution ( Furth and Rahbee, 2000) .  
Furth and Rahbee (2000 introduced the concept of shed l i ne: an  imaginary l ine between 
two consecutive stops which determine each stop's  market . Passenger ere assumed to 
use the stops that minimize the weighted sum of their walking and riding times. The shed 
l in formula can be written as : 
(4) 
Where, C. = walking time, C = riding time, v'" = walking speed and Vr = riding speed 
I f  the d istance between adjacent stops is L, the shed l ine for a boarding passenger is 
located at a d istance {l-r )/2 *L from the upstrean1 stop ( see Figure 2 . 3A) .  The shed l ine 
for al ighting passengers i s  shifted identically towards the opposi te direction or the 
downstream stop ( see F igure 2 . 3 B) .  A typical alue of r for an urban appl ication is 0. 1 ;  
estimated using rat io C/C" = 0.4 riding and walking speeds of 20 and 5 kmJb, 
respectively. 
(1 - r)/2 * L {1  - (1  - r)/2} * L 
--�O�----------------�------------------------�Or---
Upstream Stop Downstream Stop 
1< L > 
A. D istance of Shed lines for board ing  passengers 
{ 1  - (1  - r)/2} * L 
--�O�----------------------�----------------�Or---
Upstream Stop Downstream Stop 
B. D istance of Shed lines for a l ightin g  passengers 
Figure 2 . 3 :  Elaboration of Shed Line  Theory 
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2 .4  u m m a ry o f  the Lite ra t u re Review 
Literatllre Review 
top consol idation can be done b merging two or more tops into one (e i ting or new).  
or el iminat ing exist ing stops. top consol idation deci ions can be taken b evaluat ing 
optimum stop spacing and/or positioning a transit route, qual i tative and/or quantitative 
a essment of part icular top and as essing the direct impacts and/or indirect impacts. 
top can ol idation can decrease trip time, thus reduce operati ng cost, and increase 
rel iabi l ity. On the other hand, it can lead to passenger loss due to reduced accessibil ity. 
The factors considered in  consol idation inc lude the d istance between stops, accessibil i ty, 
pas eng rs ' act ivit , probable 10 s of passengers (change in transit demand) and transfer 
top . Distance between stops is among the most important factor of consol idation. Many 
tran port agencies ha e their own tandards of di stance between stops, which usually 
var , depending on transit modes, population density etc . Accessibi l ity is often assessed 
b average walkable d istance or tolerance of walking, which varies with the ph sical 
en irorunent of the walking path. In  the l iterature, transit demand (after consol idation) is 
mo tl assumed to be unchanged or very smal l .  
Travel t ime components are d i fferent for the users and the transit operation. Users' travel 
time contains access-egress t ime, waiting t ime and rid ing t ime, whi le operating t ime (run 
t ime) contains dwe l l ing t ime ( subdivided into door open-close time and boarding­
al ighting t ime) and cru is ing t ime ( subdivided into average cruising t ime and acceleration­
deceleration time). The main effect of consol idation is the change of travel time of the 
users and the operation. Stop consol idation decreases the riding t ime of the on-board 
passengers and operating t ime by e l iminat ing/reducing dwel l ing and 
accelerat ion/dece leration t imes. At the same time, it increases the walking time of the 
passengers who supposed to use the stop. 
Each stop market (spatial d istribution) can be establ ished by buffering, advanced GIS 
analysis or shed- l ine theory .  Consol idation (el imination) of bus stops changes the demand 
market around the conso l idated stop. I t  spl its passengers into two groups. One group uses 
the preceding stop and another group chooses the consecutive stop. 
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This study identi fies six major factors that can influence consol idation decisions. The 
study also spotted that, no researcher considered al l  these factors in a single model .  
Therefore, the tud attempted to fonnulate a model comprising al l  o f  these factors. It  
computes the direct effect of con ol idat ion (tra el t ime sa ings) in  each stop and uses this 
in a combinatorial procedure to determine the group of stops that maximizes travel time 
avings. The consol idat ion stops are maximized by using i terati e procedure. Researchers 
usually fol lowed dynamic or l inear programm ing methods to optimize the results. The use 
of a combinatorial and iterative process is somewhat d ifferent than other studies. The 
tudy use an e peri mental design method (to assess the impacts of the factors), instead of 
u ual sen it ivity analysis used by other researchers . 
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MODE L DEVE LOPMENT 
Tra\ el t ime of a tran i t  hicle i s  a function of average cruising speed. acceleration­
decel ration time and dwel l ing time at bus stops. On th other hand, users travel time is a 
function of the walking time, waiting time and in-vehicle travel time. A change in the 
number of stops changes the travel time for both transit vehicle and users. For instance, if  
on stop is  conso l idated, i t  wi l l  reduce (gain) the travel time for the transit vehicle as wel l  
as  the pas engers on-board . On the other hand, some passengers, who used to use the 
con ol idated stop, may ha e to walk more, which wi l l  result in an increase ( loss) of their 
travel time. The proposed model computes the travel time savings of the users by 
con ol idating each candidate stop of a given route. Final ly, i t  suggests which stops to be 
con ol idated, and how much users' travel t ime can be saved . It also computes the gain of 
transit vehicle ' s  operating t ime and operating cost . Detai ls  of this model are described in 
this chapter. 
3.1 Ass u m ptions of the M odel  
The model has certain assumptions. These are described below. 
• The transit  route i s  assumed to be a frequency-based route. I t  has a certain hourly 
frequency and headway. 
• It is assumed that the transit vehic les reach the stops dwel l  and immediatel start 
the trip to the next stop. 
• Vehicles reach a complete stop from a spec ific crUlsmg speed by a fixed 
deceleration rate, and start from a stop by a fi xed acceleration rate to reach a 
certain cruising speed. The acceleration/deceleration rate varies for different types 
of transit vehicles (bus l ight-rai l ,  train, tram etc . )  
• Vehicles may cruise in d ifferent speeds between two stops; for simplification 
average cruising speed ( space mean speed) is considered. 
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• er walk to acces and to egre s from the stop. 
• The passengers are assumed to be distributed evenly throughout the transit l ine. 
• The pa engers are a umed to use the stops that minimize a weighted sum of 
their walking and riding t imes (see detai l s  in section 2 .3 ) .  
• The u ers of th consol idated stops spl i t  into two groups to use the two adjacent 
(preceding and subsequent) tops. 
• Waiting tim of the passengers starts after reaching the stop to before boarding. 
• Door open and clo e time refers to the time needed to open the transit door after 
reaching a complete top, to begin boarding/al ighting operation, plus the time 
needed to close the door after finishing the boarding/al ighting operation. 
3.2 S t r u c t u re of the M od e l  
The model program i s  developed as a Visual Basic Appl ication in  M icrosoft Exce l .  The 
structure of the model i s  shown in Figure 3 . 1 .  The model has seven main modules: data 
input, creating data table, determining el igible stops, calculat ions, decision module for 
consol idat ion, and final ly the data update and output. Data is  updated only if  a stop is 
decided for consol idation.  In  this case, the model updates the profile of the route (data 
table), and then continues to the fol lowing modules (determining el igible stops, 
calculations and dec ision module for consol idation). This  loop ( i teration) continues t i l l  
there is  no more stops to be consol idated. Finally, d ifferent outputs are generated. The 
main modules are described in  the fol lowing sections. 
3. 2 . 1  Data I n p u t  
I n  this module, a l l  the necessary data are provided in  the model .  The details of  the input 
ariables are given i n  the Table 3 . l .  The model has sixteen input variables. The first six 
are stop/l i nk variables. The seventh variable denoted by 'per' can vary for individual 
stops, though in the current model i t  is considered as a variable of the analyzed route. 
This variable can be obtained through user survey. The variable denoted by , Max _dis!' 
can also be obtained through user survey. The variable denoted by ' Frequency' is a route 
attribute, usual ly fixed for d ifferent peak hours on a particular route. Variables denoted by 
'ac ' ,  'dc'  and ' door' vary with the transit types. In this model ,  typical values for bus 
transits are assumed. The ' Disut i l i ty' values depends on the level of urbanization. Here, a 
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t) pical urban setting i s  considerd . Walking speed ' vw' may vary based on the cl imatic 
conditions. The remaining two variables ' B_Time�er_Pax ' and . _Time�er_Pax ' 
depend on the tran it type, l ift  operations, and rear-door operations. and also can be 
obtained through survey/ tud . 
Dat, l nput ') 
---,� 
Detenn in ing E l igible 
Stop 
Data U pdate 
Calcu l at ion 




Figure 3. 1 :  Structu re of the Model a n d  Progra m Mod u les 
This model is designed to choose stops for consol idation on a particular route. As such, 
al l the infonnation are route-based. For example, a stop may be used along several routes, 
but the boarding/al ighting infonnation of the chosen route should be picked correctly 
( route-based) .  
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Table 3. 1 De cript ion of the I n put  Variable 
o.  Variable  Name* Variab le De cription Comment 
1 Stop_no Stop number Iname for identification 
2 Transfer Whether the stop is  a transfer stop or I for true and 0 for false 
not 
3 Dp Distance from preceding stop Treated as a ariable for 
(meters) testing 
4 A umber of alighting passengers at Sum of A and B 
the stop per hour) (passenger acti vi ty in 
5 B Number of boarding passengers at stop) treated as a 
the stop (per hour) variable for testing 
6 vP A verage cru ising speed on the Treated as a variable for 
preceding l ink section (krn/hr) testi ng 
7 p r Decrease in  passengers' activity Treated as a ariable for 
(boarding and alighting) because of testing 
consol idation (in percentage) 
8 Max dist Maximum walkable distance Treated as a variable for 
(meters) testing 
9 Frequency Frequency of the service ( trips per Treated as a variable for 
hour) testi ng 
1 0  ac Acceleration rate (meters per second Assumed 0.5 ml? 
square) ( Saka, 200 1 ) 
1 1  dc Deceleration rate (meters per second Assumed 2 mlsl. 
square) (Saka 200 1 )  
1 2  w Walking speed (kmfhr) Assumed 5 krnIhr 
(TOD' 2006; Furth and 
Rahbee, 2000) 
1 3  D isutil i ty Disuti l i ty ratio of riding and walking Assumed 0.4 (Furth 
and Rahbee, 2000) 
1 4  Door Door open/close t ime at each stop Assumed 5 seconds 
(seconds) (Levinson, 1 983 )  
1 5  B_Timeyer_Pax Boarding time per passenger Assumed 3 . 5 seconds 
( seconds) (adopted from Bertini 
and EI-Geneidy, 2004) 
1 6  A_Time yer yax Al ighting time per passenger Assumed 1 second 
( seconds) (adopted from Bertini 
and EI-Geneidy, 2004) 
*variable name used in the Excel YBA codes 
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3.2 .2  Pre p a r i n g  Data  Ta b l e  
Data gathered from the pre iou module is then organized in  this one. To do  so. a data 
tab! (an array) i developed, which contain al l  the necessar infomlation of stops and 
l ink . two-dimension array nanled " data_table" is coded. where the rows record stops 
and the column record the attributes of stops. Table 3 .2 describes the information 
(attributes) recorded in different columns of the "data_table". Some data are dire tly 
taken from the data_table (columns 1 to 1 0), whi le others are calculated in the calculation 
module and then recorded in the data_table (columns 1 1  to 20) .  
Table 3.2 Attri bute of the  data table 
Co l u m n  N u m ber De cript ion 
1 Original stop nanle/number 
2 Transfer stop 
3 Distance from preceding stop 
4 Distance to subsequent stop 
5 umber of al ighting passengers 
6 Number of al ighting passengers at subsequent stop 
7 Number of boarding passengers 
8 On-board passengers 
9 Cruis ing speed along the preceding l i nk section 
1 0  Cruising speed along the subsequent l ink section 
1 1  Current stop number 
1 2  Boarding passengers at the preceding stop after consolidation 
1 3  Boarding passengers at the subsequent stop after consol idation 
1 4  Al ighting passengers at the preceding stop after consolidat ion 
1 5  Al ighting passengers at the subsequent stop after consol idation 
1 6  Travel t ime savings 
1 7  Cruising time on preceding l ink ( seconds) 
1 8  Cruising time on subsequent l ink (seconds) 
1 9  Average speed on preceding l ink (meters/second) 
20 A verage speed on subsequent l ink ( meters/second) 
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3.2 .3 Dete r m i n i n g  E l i g i b l e  top 
In  top consolidation projects, certain factors are considered for consol idation ( see section 
2 . 1 .2 ) .  The e are stop spacing, accessibi l i ty. stopping pattern, transfer stops, etc. top 
spacing can be con idered as a measure of accessibi l i t  . I n  this model, we con ider 
maximum walkable distance and transfer stops as the deciding factors of consolidation. 
The rna imum walkable distance is a good measure of accessibi l ity. As a result, we do 
not account for stop spac ing. Transfer stops are important to keep, as these provide 
acce sibi l i t  to other routes . We do not consider the stopping pattem, to a oid eliminating 
tops without proper investigation. tops are chosen as " e l igible for consolidat ion" if  the 
fol lowing conditions are fu l fi l led : 
1 .  The stop is  not the origin stop of the route 
2 .  The top i s  not the destination stop of the route 
3 .  The top i s  not a transfer stop 
4.  The hed- l ines of the stop are located within the maximum walkable distance 
3.2.4 Cal c u lati o n s  
There are three major calculat ions in olved in  thi s model ;  "users in itial travel time" , 
"users travel t ime savings" and " operating time savings '. These three calculations are 
described below. 
3.2.4 . 1  Users I n it ial  Travel  Time 
The initial t ime of travel of a l l  the users is calculated in five steps. The first step 
calculates the walking t ime needed for the users (boarding and al ighting) at each stop. 
The second step calculates the waiting time for the boarding passengers. The third step 
calculates the waiting time of the users during the door open and close. The forth step 
calculates the t ime spent by the users in boarding-al ighting operation. The last part 
calculates the t ime spent by the on-board users in the cruising operation on l inks. The first 
four steps are calculated using the transit stop information, and the last one is calculated 
from the stop and subsequent l ink information. I f  there are n stops along a route, the users 
init ial tra el times are calculated using the fol lowing equations (equation 3 . 1  to 3 .6) .  
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users initial travel time = Ln(walk_time + wait_time 
+ door _time + B _A_time + cruising_time ) ( 3 . 1 )  
walk_time = (walking distance of boarding passengers before consolidation 
+ walking distance of al ighting passengers before consolidation) 
-7- walking speed (3.2) 
wait_time = � x number of boarding passengers x headway (3.3) 
doortime = door open&close time x (onboard passengers 
+ number of al ighting passengers) (3.4) 
B_A_time = 
(boarding time per passenger x number of boarding passengers) 
x onboard passengers + (alighting time per passenger 
x number of alighting passengers) x onboard passengers 
+ (alighting time per passenger x number of al ighting passengers) (3 .5) 
cruising_time = cruising time for subsequent link 
x onboard passengers (3.6) 
The calculation of  the cruis ing time on the subsequent l ink is  described in  Annexure I .  
TIllS data is  recorded i n  column 1 8  of the data table described in  Table 3 .2 .  
3.2.4.2 T ravel Time Savi n gs 
The idea of the model i s  to calculate the potent ial travel time savings of the users by 
hypothetical ly consol idating stops. The travel t ime savings has two major sub­
components; travel time savings of through users ( see detai ls in section 2 .2 .2 . 1 )  and travel 
time change of the affected users at the transit stops ( see details in section 2 .2 .2 .2) .  
3.2.4.2. 1  Through Users Travel Time Savings 
As discussed in  section 2 .2 .2 . 1 ,  the travel t ime gained by the through users ( T  TU) can be 
formulated as fol lows (equation 3 .7) .  
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( 3 7 )  
Where, fad = acceleration/decelerat ion t ime at  top 11, t d  = door open/close time, and 
In = (boarding time of affected pas engers at stop n 1 )  x (number of al ight ing passengers 
at stop 11 1 )  
The calculat ion of lh i graphica l ly  i l l ustrated i n  Figure 3 2 Stop 11 IS decided to be 
con ol idated, and current ly it has an act ivity of 5 al ight ing (green) and 4 boarding (red) 
pa sengers The preceding stop, n- l ,  has 2 boarding (pink)  and 3 al ight ing ( l ight green) 
act ivities The subsequent stop, II t 1, has 5 boarding (pink)  and 2 al ighting (blue-marked) 
acti i t ie Through passengers are shown in blue color. I f  stop n is consol idated, the 
pa senger of thi n stop wi l l  have to use either stop n-1 or stop n 1- ]  The situat ion after 
con ol idation is presented in Figure 3 . 2  ( B )  The marked through passengers, al ight ing at 
top /1 4- 1. can gain the boarding t ime of the affected passengers (2 passengers in red) 
shifted from stop 11 to 11 1 Thus, a t ime savings in r iding can be gained by the through 
passenger(s) al ight ing at the subsequent stop of consol idation The amount of saving is  
the boarding t ime taken by the affected boarding passengers at  the subsequent stop of 
conso l idation 
0 _  
o Stop (n-I) 
o 
o 0 • •  
0 0  • •  
• 0 
0 . _ 
o • Stop (n-I) 
O .  
o 0 • •  
0 0 . 
• •  
. -
• • Stop (n) • •  
A. Before Consolidation 
0 0 0  0 
0 0 0  
• •  0 
B. After Consolidation 
o 0 0 • •  
0 0 0  
o 0 
. -
• Stop (n+I) 
10 0 0 " • 
o 0 0 
o 0 0 0 
. .  -
• • Stop (n+l) 
Figure 3.2:  Grapb ical Representation of Travel Time Savings 
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3. 2. 4. 2. 2 Affected U er: Travel Time Change 
ffected users travel time change ( T  f( ) can be calculated u ing the fol lo\ving equation 
(equation 3 .8 ) .  
Where, (11 k = hange in walking time f r affected passengers. fil l = Change in waiting 
time for affected passengers. and lr = Change in riding time for affected passengers 
Calculatioll of Change ill Walking Time 
( 3 . 8)  
The impact of stop consol idation on \ alking distance is shown in Figure 3 . 3 .  The first 
part of this figure ho\ the walking distance of the passengers before consol idation. The 
second pari ho s the walking distance after the consol idation. The walking di stance 
increases after the consol idation. Here, the walking distance is assumed to be parallel to 
the road. The change in walking t ime can be calculated from equation 3 .9 and 3 . 1 0 . 
0.--- - - - - - - - -: 
• .:+-e � - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -;- - - - - - - .0 
I 
I 
A. Before Conso l i d a t ion 
� - - - - . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -.0 
• I I � - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - -- - -- - - .-0 
I 
• � - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - ---- - - - - - - - - - - - - �  
6 6 > - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - .a  , o - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -�  I 
I 
:,. 
L E G E N D  
c:::J B u s  Stop 
o A l ighti n g  passenger 
• Board i n g  passengers 
• . ., , , 
B. After Consolidation 
�- - - - - Walking distance of a l ighting passenger 
+-- Walking d istance of board ing passenger 
Figu re 3.3 : I m pact on Affected Users Walking Distance 
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(3 .9) 
( 3 . 1 0) 
Wh re, d" " = total change is  walking distance of affected users. d�k = distance walked b 
the u er after con ol idation d�k = di tance walked by the users before consol idation, 
and v" = Average walking peed. 
Calculation of Change ill Walking Distance 
T calculate the distance walked, it is necessary to have two important data; the total 
number of users (boarding and al ighting) and the origin/dest ination of their walk .  
Boarding and al ighting data at stops are normal ly kept by the service providers. and it is 
u ual ly a ai lable. The origin or destination of walkers is not easy to get . The shed-l ine 
theory (discussed in section 2 . 3 )  is used to distribute the passengers after consol idation. 
Figure 3 .4 explain the use of shed- l ine theory with an example of boarding passengers. 
Three consecutive stops (n- I ,  n and n+ 1 )  are gIven, among them stop n wi l l  be 
consol idated. The d istances between the stops are known. Therefore, the distance of shed 
l ines among n-I,  n and n, n+ 1 are SBI and SB2, respectively (Figure 3 .4A).  It means that 
the passengers boarded at stop n are coming from the two parts SBJ and SB2. If stop n is 
consol idated, the shed l i ne between n- J and n+ 1 is establ ished, which is  located SBC 
distance from stop n +  1 .  This shed l i ne can be before (Figure 3 .4B,  where ds < SBC) or 
after (F igure 3 .4C, where ds > SBC) the consol idated stop n. I n  the former case, i t  di ides 
SBJ ,  and i n  the latter case, it divides SB2 into two new parts SB3 and SB-I. That means 
that boardi ng passengers of stop n wil l  come from three parts; SBJ -SB3-SB4 or SB2-SB3-
SB-I. For al ighting passengers, i t  wi l l  be same but the distances wi l l  be changed. 
For the distribution of the passengers, this model has two important assumptions. The 
first assumption impl ies that the passengers wi l l  be distributed among these parts 
according to the proportion of their distances. For example, (see F igure 3 .4D) if  the total 
number of boarding passengers (before consol idation) in stop n is B, then the passengers 
spl i t  among parts SBI, SB3 and SB-I are BbI, Bb3 and Bb-l, respectively. The spl its can be 
calculated from equations 3 . 1 1 to 3 . 1 3 . I f  the number of boarding passengers is decreased 
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b certain percentage (per) after the consolidation of stop n ( see Figure 3 .4E) ,  the number 
of boarding passengers becomes 8 x (1 - per) . The passenger spl i ts after consolidation 
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Figu re 3.4 : Calculation of Chan ge i n  Walking D ista nce 
8 b 1  = B x 5B 1 / (5B 1 + 582) 
8b3 = B x 5B 3 / (5B 1 + 5B2) 
Bb4 = 8 x 584/ (5B 1 + 582) 
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The second assumption impl ies that passengers of each part \v1. l l  be accumulated or 
generated to/from the mid-point of these parts. This is i l lustrated in Figure 3 .4D. 
Boarding passengers (before consolidation of stop n) of part SBl (Bb] )  is generated from 
mid-point of thi part, which is SBll2 distance awa from stop n. 
For the two d ifferent scenarios (d < SBC and ds > SBC), the equations of walking 
distance calculation wi l l  be sl ightly different. These wi l l  be as fol lows: 
For cenario 1 
dBb = SB2 x Bb2 + SB3 x Bb3 + (SB3 + SB4) x Bb4 wk 2 2 2 
dAbk = SA
2 x Ab2 + SA3 x Ab3 + (SA3 + SA4) x Ab4 w 2 2 2 
d!� = (ds - SB2) X Ba2 + (ds + SB3) x Ba3 + (dp - SB3 _ 584) X Ba4 2 2 2 
d�� = (ds - SA2) X Aa2 + (ds + SA3) X Ba3 + (dp - SA3 _ SA4) X Aa4 2 2 2 
For scenario 2 
dBb = 581 x Bb l + SB3 x Bb3 + (SB3 + 584) x Bb4 wk 2 2 2 
dAb = SA l x Ab l + SA3 x Ab3 + (SA3 + SA4) x Ab4 wk 2 2 2 
d!� = (dp - SB1) X Bal + (dp + 583) X Ba3 + (SBC _ 584) X Ba4 2 2 2 
d�ak = (dp - SA l) X Aa l + (dp + SA3) X Ba3 + (SAC - SA4) X Aa4 2 2 2 
O\\', 
db - dBb dAb wk - wk + wk 
Where, 
(3 . 1 4) 
( 3 . 1 5 ) 
( 3 . 1 6) 
( 3 . 1 7) 
(3 . 1 8 ) 
( 3 . 1 9) 
( 3 . 20) 
( 3 .2 1 )  
( 3 .22 )  
( 3 . 23 )  
d!%= Walking d istance of boarding passengers before consol idation, d�%= Walking 
distance of al ighting passengers before consol idation, d!�= Walking distance of boarding 
passengers after conso l idation, d��= Walking distance of alighting passengers after 
consol idation. SB1, SB2, SB3 and SB4 are shed l ine partitions for boarding passengers, 
SA l,  SA 2, SA3 and SA4 are shed l ine partitions for al ighting passengers. Bbl ,  Bb2, Bb3 
and Bb4 are number of boarding passengers in d ifferent parts before consolidat ion, Bal ,  
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Ba2. BaJ and Ba.f- are number of boarding passengers in d ifferent parts after 
can ol idation. b i ,  b2. bJ and b.f- are number of alighting passengers in different 
parts before can ol idation, Aai ,  A a2, AaJ and Aa.f- are number of alighting passengers in 
d ifferent parts after consol idation. dp = distance from preceding top, d = distance from 
ub equent top. SBC = hed l ine for boarding passengers from subsequent stop to 
preceding stop after can ol idation, SAC = hed l ine for al ighting passengers from 
sub equent top to preceding stop after consol idation, d�k= d�k ' 
Calculation of Waiting Time change 
Change in wait ing t ime is  calculated from the fol lowing equation (equation 3 .24). 
1 twt = - x (BP X per X headway) 2 (3 .24) 
Where, BP = number of  boarding passengers at the consol idated stop, per = decrease in 
pa engers activity due to consol idation (in percentage) 
Calculation of Riding Time 
The riding time impact can be positi e or negative. Users can gain riding time if  they 
choose the subsequent stop for boarding and the preceding stop for al ighting. On the other 
hand, users wi l l  lose riding t ime if they choose the preceding stop to boarding and the 
subsequent stop for al ighti ng.  
In F igure 3 . 5 ,  the impact of stop consol idation on the riding time is  presented. I t  shows 
the riding time needed for each segment . Here, stop n is the stop to be consolidated. Stop 
17- 1 is the precedi ng stop, stop n +  1 is the subsequent stop, tl and l2 are the riding time 
needed to travel segment 1 (distance dl ) and segment 2 (distance d2) ,  respectively. VI and 
1'2 are the cruising speeds on segments 1 and 2, respectively. The change in the riding 
time (tr) can be divided i nto two portions; change in riding time for al ighting passengers 
(t/) and change in riding t ime for boarding passengers ( t}) (equation 3 .25 ) .  According to 
F igure 3 . 5 ,  t/ and t} can be written by equations 3 .26 and 3 .27 .  
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top ( n-I) egment l 
Figu re 3.5 : I mpact of 
<2> 
I 
: top ( n) I egment 2 Stop n+1 : 
( 3 . 25 )  
(3 .26) 
(3 .27) 
Where, An-I and An-.-/ are the number of alighting passengers at stop n-J and n+ J ,  
re pectively .  Bn-I and Bn+ 1 are the number of boarding passengers at stop n-J and n+ J ,  
respective ly .  
3.2.4.3 Calculat ing O perating Time Savings 
Operating time savings are calculated from the initial and final operat ing times shown in 
equation 3 .28 .  Operating times (both initial and final ) are calculated from the cruising 
time on each subsequent l ink, door open c lose time at each stop and boarding-al ighting 
time at each stop. I f  there are n stops, the operating time can be calculated from equation 
3 .29. 
(Initial operating time-Final operating time) 
X 100  Operating time savings = Initial operating time ( 3 .28)  
Operating t ime = Ln CTrip_cruising_time + Trip_door _time + Trip_B _A_time) 
(3 .29) 
Where, Trip cruising_time = the time needed for cruising on the subsequent l ink (data is 
kept in  column 1 8  of data_table ( see Annexure I for the calculations)' Trip_door_lime = 
time needed to open and c lose door at each stop (see Table 3 . 1 ) ; Trip _ B _A _time = time 
needed to board and al ight passengers at each stop, calculated from equation 3 .30 .  
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Trip_B_A_time = B_Time_per_pax x Number of boarding passengers 
+ A_Time-per_pax x Number of alighting passengers 
3.2.5 top Co nsol idati o n  Dec ision 
(3 .30) 
In the previous part, th tra I time savings of el igible stops are calculated with the 
assumption that the u er wi l l  split to the two adjacent (preceding and subsequent) stops 
an r consol idat ion. A such, the adjacent stops shou ld be kept, though they may yield 
po iti e travel t ime savings. I f a  series of stops (consecuti e stops) provide positive travel 
time savings, the combination of stops ( to be consol idated) are analyzed . The best 
combination according to the travel time sa ings is chosen for consol idation. This is 
e, plained using some hypothetical data provided in Table 3 .3 .  
Case 1 :  This  is  a s imple situation. top 2 provides positive yield and adjacent stops (stops 
1 and 3 )  cannot be consol idated. Thus, Stop 2 can be consol idated. 
Case 2: In this situation, two consecutive stops are considered for consol idation. As Stop 
4 yield negati e value (travel time loss), it cannot be considered for consol idation. Stop 5 
yield positive value (travel time savings), which suggests a consol idation. 
Case 3: In this situation, two consecutive stops are considered for consol idation. As both 
the stops yield positive value, both can be considered for consol idation. There can be two 
combinations i n  this situation. Among these, Stop 8 is chosen for consol idation because 
of yield .  
Case 4: In this situation, five consecutive stops are considered for consol idation. As al l  
the stops yield positive values, al l stops can be considered for consol idation. There can be 
twelve probable combinations i n  this situation, 5 of them consist of only one stop, 6 
combinations consist of 2 stops, and 1 combination have 3 stops. Among these 1 2  
combinations, combination 9 produces the highest yield. I n  this case, Stops 1 2  and 1 4  
(members o f  combination 9 )  are chosen for consol idation. One thing to note here is that 
combination 1 2, a lthough a combination of three stops is not picked, as it produces lower 
yield than combination 9.  
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Table 3.3 H pothetical  Data Table  for Expla in ing Stop Con ol idation Deci ion 
Origina l  C u rrent  T ravel Probable Combin ation Comment  Deci ion 
top top Time (stop n u m ber ) and Yield C-.J=cho en 
u m ber N u m ber aving ( total  t ra el t ime aving ) X = decl ine)  
1 1 N/A N/A Not e ligible X 
2 2 +50 1 )  2 = +50 Case 1 -.J 
3 3 N/A N/A Not el igible X 
4 4 -22 1 )  5 = +20 Case 2 X 
5 5 +20 -.J 
6 6 N/A N/A Not e ligible X 
7 7 N/A N/A Not e ligib le  X 
8 8 +64 1 )  8 = +64 Case 3 ..J 
9 9 +53  2)  9 = +5 3 X 
1 0  1 0  N/A N/A Not eligible X 
1 1  1 1  +34 1 ) 1 1 = +34 Case 4 X 
1 2  1 2  +84 2)  1 2  = +84 ..J 
1 3  1 3  +29 3) 1 3  = +29 X 
1 4  1 4  +93 4)  1 4  = +93 -.J 
1 5  1 5  +42 5) 1 5  = +42 X 
6) 1 1 + 1 3  = +63 
7) 1 1  + 1 4  = + 1 27 
8) 1 1 + 1 5 = +76 
9) 1 2+ 1 4  = + 1 77 
1 0) 1 2+ 1 5  = + 1 26 
1 1 ) 1 3+ 1 5 = +7 1  
1 2) 1 1 + 1 3+ 1 5  = + 1 05 
1 6  1 6  N/A N/A Not el igible X 
3.2.6 Data U p d a te 
I f  any stop is decided for consol idation (by the Stop Consol idation Decision module), a 
new data profi l e  of the route is created to re-check whether fUl1her consol idation can be 
done or not (carry on another i terat ion). I f  no more consol idation is done, the program 
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goes to the " utput" module. For example, if we consider Table 3 . 3 ,  from the profile of 
1 6  tops, 5 stops are decided to be con ol idated . The remaining 1 1  stops ( tops 1 , 3 . 4. 6. 
7. 9. 1 0. 1 1  1 3 . 1 5  and 1 6) wi l l  be consid red as the new route profile (note that the 
current stop number wil l  be changed). and subsequently it \ i l l  be analyzed from the 
updated data table.  
The data update i necessary because the information of the preceding and subsequent 
stops wi l l  be changed after consolidation . This wi l l  bring a change in the '"data_table" 
attributes (Table 3 .2 ) .  In the first tep, the distance between the stops (column 3 and 4)  
are adjusted. The number of alighting and boarding passengers (column 5 .  6 and 7) are 
also adju ted from the information of column 1 2. 1 3 , 1 4  and 1 5 . The number of on-board 
passengers (colwnn 8 )  i s  re-calculated. Average speeds on l i nks (column 1 9  and 20) are 
reestimated after calculating the new cruising times (column 1 7  and 1 8) .  Finally. the 
cruising speeds are calculated (column 9 and 1 0). Calculations of cruising time, average 
speed and crui ing speed are elaborated in Annexure 1 .  
3.2 .7  O u t p u t  
I n  this module, detai led results are i l lustrated. This includes the data_table(s), their 
changes (updates) at each i teration and a summary sheet. Figure 3 .6  to Figure 3 . 1 0  shows 
the output data of a hypothetical dataset. Figure 3 .6 shows the primary data_table of the 
1 51 i teration, which main ly contains the primary input data. Figure 3 . 7  shows the complete 
data_table of the 1 5l i teration, where the empty cel ls  of Figure 3 . 6  are fi l led after 
calculations. F igure 3 . 8  shows the updated data_table after the consol idation decision 
took place. F igure 3 .9 shows the final updated data_table of 1 5l iteration, which is used 
afterwards as the primary data_table for 2nd i teration. Figure 3 . 1 0  shows the summary of 
the program output. The summary sheet includes the name (or number) of the stops 
chosen for conso l idation, percentage of consol idated stops, travel time savings at each 
stop. total travel t ime savings, i nitial travel t ime of the users, percentage of travel time 
savings. i nit ial operating t ime and percentage of operating time savings. Moreover. it 
provides other information l i ke parameters of the route and assumptions of the model .  
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Figu re 3.6 : Primary data_table  
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F igu re 3.7: Com plete data_table 
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$ . ... .. -- .. 
Parameters 
1. �0>Jt1f 0 1U"lI.II! 12111 mete, 
.. 
2 0 n"!"ICe Be �r'I. �t� LOoo = 100 mete, H :'I == l200 ",e'er 
3 Pan .... ' i�' .. 1 't� 0-."' :;; 0 pv nap p.r hour H g ... 200 p .. ' nop p., hour 
" A�e'''i� C, .... sine Sc-'@'ed l. • 15 kilometer/hour '"' g� .: 45 Mllom.t er/hour 
5. M.,,'-nom W. Ie "'- 0 i�."ce 1000 mfl., 
6 J.:��qui!'.,c., oi <'i!'fV!C@ 4 p.r hour 
7 ?trc."t" e 01 Vtt'e�sed U\t!n,e Act I/T[y n c.��oJ co;ted '!!t�,. .so ,.  
Assumptions 
1. �cce er,J, 01'1 p.':e = 0.5 "'la' 
2. [\&e l!!'It.C'" Ral� - 1  m/� 
3 '.100,.10; ni S�ed • , kllom.ur/hour 
� O JuT h = 0 .&  
!'o O<XW' O�n·CIOiIlO 1 Til:: n f ( �" - � ,.tond .. 
6. BOIfcf.", T<me ::.e' PU$!!!neer == 3 5 s.atortd. 
7 .. I ijl't n� r me �' P'Herge' " 1 "'("and, j 
Figu re 3.10: Output  of S u m m a ry Sheet 
3.3 M odel  Developi n g  Tool 
The model i s  developed in  Microsoft Excel by using V BA (Visual Basic Appl icat ion) 
macro. Excel VBA is chosen because of its simpl i ci ty and efficiency to handle tabular 
data. The model is coded i n  a user friendly fonn.  It can run using the macro tool ,  where 





Thi chapter describ s ho\ the model was tested to ident ify flaws in coding and 
calculations. It also de cribes the experimental method used to test the d ifferent scenarios. 
The re ults of the tests were also analyzed and discussed in detai Is .  
4. 1 Test fo r Cod i n g  a n d  C a l c u lat ions 
Coding and calculations are checked vigorously at  each step. A simulator is coded to 
generate random inputs. Outputs are produced and checked within a separate Excel file 
that contain step-wise calculations. This process is repeated several t imes to check the 
proper execution of the codes. Some errors and i nconsi stencies were examined 
throughout this process and corrected. Checking is perfOImed to check:  
• Whether the input data are properly read? 
• Whether the data table is  accurately fi l led up? 
• Whether the e l igible stops for consol idation are identi fied accurately? 
• Whether the calculations module is  working properly? 
• Whether the deci sions for stop conso lidation are accurate? 
• Whether data are updated properly? 
• Whether a l l  the necessary outputs are appropriately presented? 
4.2 Expe ri m e n ts of t h e  M odel  
The model is used to  test the effects of d ifferent input factors in  various hypothetical 
scenarios. A mult i- level (mixed) factorial experimental method ( Montgomery, 2009) is 
used for this purpose where al l the probable combinations/scenarios can be tested and 
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analyzed. The objecti e of the experiments is to determine the most influential factors of 
stop con ol idation. 
4.2 . ] election of Facto rs and Level 
This research aim at identifying the effects of the model inputs on the outputs/results. 
This can lead to conc lusions on the conditions suitable for stop consolidation . The model 
ha 1 6  d ifferent inputs: i of the e ere chosen for testing. These probable influential 
input are de ignated as " factors" (Montgomery, 2009). The identificat ion of these factors 
was inspired by the l i terature and formation of the model .  The chosen factors include the 
di tance betw en stop maximum walkable distance, passengers ' activity. average 
crui ing speed. frequency of service and the probable percentage of decreased passengers 
due to consol idation. 
Distance between stops is among the most important factors in  the l iterature (see 2. 1 .2 . 1 ) . 
Usually, stops with c lose spacing are candidates for consol idation. Despite the fact that 
the typical trends in US cities are to provide stops c losely spaced ( 1 00-300 meters) in the 
business districts, researchers found that a moderate gap (2-3 within a ki lometer or 330-
00 meters) is a better arrangement. The spacing range (between 1 00 meter and 1 200 
meter) is evident i n  the standards depending on the land use and transit types. Here, this 
range is divided i nto four levels; low ( 1 00-300 meters). medium (300-500 meters), long 
(500-700 meters) and very long (700- 1 200 meters) .  
Maximum walkable d istance i s  a measure of  accessibi l ity. I t  mainly depends on  the 
en i ronmental condition (hot/cold)  and the infrastructure ( footpath condition, shed, etc . ) .  
Accessibi l ity increases with the increase of maximum walkable distance; the more the 
walkable distance, the more is the catchment area of a stop. Maximum walkable di stance 
is analyzed in three levels ;  low (600 meters) ,  medium ( 800 meters) and long ( 1 000 
meters) 
Passengers' activity, average cruismg speed, frequency of service and percentage of 
decreased passengers are important factors because they play important role in the model 
formulation and calculations. Passengers' act ivity refers to the number of passengers 
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alighting and boarding during one hour at the stop on a particular route. This factor is 
di\" ided into four levels.  Average cruising speed (di ided into 3 level ) is the average 
peed reached by the transit ehicle after accelerating from a stop. Frequency of service 
(divided into 3 Ie e ls) is the number of transit trips initiated within one hour. Percentage 
of decreased passengers (di vided into 3 Ie e ls) is the percentage of passenger as umed to 
abandon the er ice i f  the consolidation take place. The factors and their levels are 
ummarized in Table 4 . 1 .  
Table 4. 1 Tested Factor and Levels 
Factor ( u n i t) N u m ber 
of Levels 
Distance between stops (meters) 4 
Pa senger ' acti vity (passenger /hour) 4 
A verage cruising speed (krnIhr) 3 
Maximum walkable distance (meters) 3 
Frequency of service (trips/hour) 3 
Percentage of decreased passengers (%) 3 








Level 2 Level 3 Level 4 
300-500 500-700 700- 1 200 
50- 1 00 1 00- 1 50 1 50-200 
30-45 45-60 
800 1 000 
4 6 
25 50 
Three response variables (outcome measures) are selected from the outputs. These are: 
the percentage of conso l idated stops, percentage of travel time savings and percentage of 
operating time savings. 
4.2 .3 Design of t h e  E x p e ri m e n ts 
The experiments are designed as a multi- level (mixed) factorial experiment . To design a 
ful l  factorial design with such mixed levels a total of 1 296 (4*4* 3 * 3 * 3 * 3 )  combinations 
of experiments are needed. There is a correlation between "distance between stops" and 
"average cruising speed" . F igure 4. 1 shows that out of 1 2  combinations of these two 
factors, 2 combinations cannot be chosen. These two combinations are the 30-45 and 45-
60 cru isi ng speed categories of the 1 00-300 stop spacing category. This reduces the total 
val id  combinations to 1 080. Ten runs are performed for each combination, with a total of 
1 0, 800 experiments. 
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v v v I 
ac�o� �!);7m1s' Calcu lation of s} and S1 t, = viae t] = v/de t" , t2, 2 , = ae *t/,2 s] = de*t/ 2 
I Tran it vehicle tarts accelerating at a rate = 112ae = �,? 2de 
of ae = 0 .5  m/s2 (assumption) from a stop = /12 *0.5 = v12*2 
7 
unti l  it reaches the a erage cruising speed, = V' = 0.251 
�� I t  maintains the speed v, then it Minimum distance required 
d celerat s at a rate of de = 2 m/ 2 to reach a cruising speed of v, 
(as urnption) before reaching the next stop. dmm = S,+S2 = 1.25v 
I f. Distance Average cruising speed 
v= 1 5  kmlhr, dmin =  22 meter between stops 
(km/hr) 
1 5-30 30-45 45-60 
\ '=30 km/hr, dmm = 87 meter 1 00-300 --J x x 
v=45 km/hr, dmm = 1 95 meter 300-500 --J --J --J 
v=60 km/hr, dmm = 247 meter 500-700 --J --J ,j 
700- 1 200 --J --J --J 
From the analysis of the two factors (,'distance between stops" and "average 
cruising speed" ), 1 0  options out of the 1 2  (4* 3 )  combinations are found to be 
val id. 
Figure 4. 1 :  Combinations of  Valid Scenarios 
The combinations were designed and l isted ( 1  080 combinations) in Minitab software. The 
l i st was then exported to M S  Excel software and randomized. A part of that l ist is shown 
in Figure 4 .2 .  
4.2 .4  Adj u sti n g  the  M od e l  
The model was adjusted to  carry out the excessive number of experiments ( 1 0,800). To 
expedite the execution, the " Data Update" outputs were removed from codes. Some 
adjustments were done in the " Input" and " Output' modules. The original model is 
i terative in  nature, and data changes after each iteration, with updates to the data_table. In 
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the adj usted model ,  the input variables (factors) should be consistent, v.,'hich mean al l  
input data should be exactly or within the range of the gi en combination . The adju ted 
model a designed to anal ze onl one si tuation at a time, updates and iterations were 
deactivated. 
.. 0  " [ 
.. . � 
.,=" J 8 J U � o · . � • • •  ,If .., I , ,,,� e. (.('Ihl • 
f. 
A 8 C D G H K M 
Distance Average MaKlmum Percentage 
Serial Between Passenger Cruising Walkable Frequency of Decreased 
Number Stops Activity Speed Distance of  Service Passeng 
1 50(}7oo 100·150 45-60 1000 � 25 
2 100·300 50·100 15·30 800 2 0 
4 3 700·1200 50· 1 00 15-30 800 25 
:, 4 100-300 100-150 15-30 600 0 
6 5 700·1200 150-200 30-45 800 50 
7 " 700-1200 100-150 45·60 800 4 0 
� 7 300·500 100-150 30·45 1000 6 0 
9 8 300·500 0-50 15·30 800 4 50 
1 0  9 500-700 100-150 45-60 600 6 25 
11 10 100·300 0-50 15-30 600 6 50 
1 2  1 1  100-300 1 50-200 15-30 600 6 0 
1 3  1 2  100-300 0-50 30-45 1000 6 SO 
1 4  1 3  500-700 50-100 45-60 600 6 25 
1 �  14 700-1100 150-200 45·60 1000 4 0 
Figure 4.2 : L ist of  the Com bin ations in  M S  Excel 
The code are written In  a way so that i t  takes each combination as input, run 1 0  
experiments (runs) and provide specific outputs .  The combination l ist (Figure 4 .2)  i s  
sl ightly modified ( Figure 4 .3 ) .  The modification is mainly to separate the range values of 
each factor i nto higher and lower values. The code was written to choose a random value 
between these lower and higher ends. Therefore, the input part is simulated according to 
the combination of the factors (experiment). This modified code can be termed as the 
"Simulator" . The i nput data for the Simulator is described in Table 4 .2 .  
Table  4 . 2  I n put  D a ta  for the  Simulator 
No. Variable Name*  C o m m en ts 
1 Stop_no 20 stops are assumed. Serial Number 1 to 20 
2 Transfer Only origin and destination stops are assumed as transfer stops 
3 Dp Generated from upper and lower bounds of distance behl'een 
stops 
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4 First, pa engel' , activity i s  generated from upper and lower 
S B bounds. Then, A and B are generated as percentage of 
pa enger ' activity. Condition: on-board passengers cannot be 
negative. 
6 P Generated from upper and lower bounds of average crui ing 
speed 
7 Per Fixed for each experiment (0%, 2S% or SO%) 
8 Max dist F ixed for each experiment (600, 800 or 1 000) -
9 Frequency Fixed for each experiment (2 4 or 6) 
1 0  Ac Fi  ed for all experiments. Assumed O .S  m/sL. 
1 1  Dc Fixed for all experiments. Assumed 2 m/sz 
1 2  Vw Fixed for al l  experiments. Assumed 5 kmIhr 
1 3  Disut i l ity F ixed for al l  experiments. Assumed 0 .4  
1 4  Door Fixed for all experiments. Assumed 5 seconds 
1 5  B _Time yer _Pax Fixed for al l experiments. Assumed 3 . 5  seconds 
1 6  A_Timeyeryax Fixed for al l  experiments. Assumed 1 second 
*see description in Table 3 . 1  
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Distance Distance Average Average Percentage 
Between Between Passenger Passenger Cruising Cruising Maximum of 
Stops Stops Activity Activity Speed Speed Walkable Frequency Decreased 
lower Higher lower Higher lower Higher Distance of Service Passengers 
l 500 700 100 1 50 45 60 1000 4 25 
3 100 300 50 100 15 30 800 2 0 
4 700 1200 50 100 15 30 800 2 25 
5 100 300 100 150 1 5  30 600 0 
6 700 1 200 150 200 30 45 800 4 50 
7 700 1 200 100 150 45 60 800 4 0 
8 300 500 100 150 30 45 1000 6 0 
9 300 500 0 50 15 30 800 4 50 
10 500 700 100 150 45 60 600 6 2 5  
1 1  100 300 a 50 1 5  30 600 6 50 
1 2  1 00  300 150 200 1 5  30 600 6 a 
1 3  100 300 0 50 30 45 1000 6 50 
14 500 700 50 100 45 60 600 6 2 5  
1 5  7 00  1 200 1 50 200 45 60 1000 4 0 
Figu re 4.3 : Modified L ist  of the Combin ations for I n put  
In the Simulator, the output module is  also modified. The detai ls  of each experiment 
(ex ists in the original model )  are excluded to enable fast execution. The output contains 
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only one worksheet, which shows the factors and the response variables (outcome 
measures) of al l  the 1 0.800 experiments. As each experiment has only one i teration. out 
of the 20 stop . the highest 9 stops ! can be consol idated.  The percentage of consol idated 
stops is calculated [rom the 9 el igible stops. A part of the output is shown in Figure 4 .4 .  
- " inti' �� " ott '..-. �'J ". . .l.oaft ,. .. 1I " . - - . ", .. ., . ;. "" ·CI'I :=;,-,.' .t.& -- -'" ; � .  -
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1 Factors Response Variables 
P8rcent�gG Ope,.Ong 
Distance Average Maximum Percentage of of Percentage Time Savings 
Run Between Passenger Cruslng Walkabl. Frequency Decreased Consolidated of T ravel (Percentage 
2 Number Stops Acwlty Speed Distance of Service Passengers Stops Time SavIngs per Trip) 
3 1 500·700 100· 1 50 45·60 1000 4 2 5  a 0 0 
4 2 500·700 100·150 45·60 1000 4 25 0 0 a 
5 3 500·700 100·150 45·60 1000 4 25 0 0 0 
6 4 500 700 100 150 45 60 1000 4 25 0 0 0 
7 5 500 700 100·150 45·60 1000 4 2 5  0 a 0 
3 6 500·700 100·150 45·60 1000 4 25 0 a a 
9 7 500-700 100·150 45-60 1000 4 1 5  a a a 
10 8 500·700 100· 1 50 45·60 1000 4 1 5  0 a 0 
1 1  9 500·700 100·150 <15·60 1000 4 2 5  0 0 0 
1 1  10 500·700 100·150 45·60 1000 4 2 5  0 0 0 
13 1 100·300 50·100 1 5 30 800 2 0 a a 0 
1 4  1 100·300 50·100 1 5·30 800 2 a 1 1. 1 1  0.34 1 . 7 2  
1 5  3 100·300 50·100 1 5·30 800 2 0 a a a 
I f>  4 100·300 50·100 15·30 800 2 0 0 0 a 
]7 5 100·300 50·100 15·30 800 2 0 a 0 a 
18 f> 100·300 50·100 15·30 BOO 2, a 33.33 0.15 3 1 5 
1 9  7 100·300 50-100 15·30 800 2 0 1 1 1 1  0.07 1.98 
20 8 100·300 50-100 15-30 800 2 a 0 a a 
2 1  9 100·300 50·100 15·30 800 2 a 1 1 . 1 1  a 1 . 5 1  
2 1  10 100·300 50-100 15·30 800 2 a a a 0 
]� 1 700·1200 50-100 1 5·30 800 2 25 a 0 0 
2 4  2 700·12.00 50·100 1 5·30 800 2 2 5  a 0 a 
Figu re 4.4 :  Part of  the  Simulator Output 
4.2.5 A n a lysis of t h e  E x p e r i m e n ts 
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The outputs of the experiments were analyzed in  M initab software . Descriptive statistics 
were generated to compare the mean values of d ifferent groups (specific levels of 
factors). The effects of the factors are analyzed using analysis of variance (ANOV A), 
which is widely used to compute the statistical significance of factorial effects. For the 
ANOV A tests general l inear models are developed for each response variable. Here, the 
1 From 20 stops, origin and destinat ion stops cannot be conso l idated. As a resu l t. only 1 8  stops 
can be cons i dered for con sol idat ion. The model assumes that the adjacent stops have to be kept, 
even t hough they may produce pos itive travel t ime savi ngs (see section 3 .2 .5) .  Therefore, out of 
the 1 8  stops, h ighest 9 ( 1 8/2=9) stops can be consol idated . It is worth not ing that the 9 stops are 
the max i m u m  n u m ber of stops that can be consol idated. In any experiment, the number of 
conso l idated stops ranges between 0 and 9 .  
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main effect of each factor and probable interaction effects (only second order 
interaction ) were estimated, plotted and discussed. Finall  , the correlation between the 
factor and the response ariable were estimated. 
4.2 .5. 1 De cript ive tat i  t ic  
Th de cripti e statistics of al l the factor are shown in Table 4 .3 .  Here, the minimum. 
max imum, mean and tandard deviation values of the response variables are reported 
according to the Ie e ls of each factor. For example, for the re ponse ariable percentage 
of consolidated top , i f  the di lance beh1'een fOp i s  in the low level ( l OO-300m), the 
mean value is 28 .508 ( irrespective to the levels of the other factors) .  Mean values of 
average cruising speed, ma:'Cimum 'walkable distance and frequency of service suggest that 
the re pon e are not significantly varied, irrespective of their levels .  The three factors 
(dt lance between tops, passengers ' activity and percentage of decreased passengers) 
how different mean values according to their levels .  Mean values of distance between 
top shows variabi l ity with al l  three response variables. Passenger ' activity shows 
variabi l ity with percentage of consolidated stops and percentage of travel lime saving . 
Percentage of decreased passengers shows ariabi l i ty with percentage of consolidated 
stops and percentage of operating time savings. 
4.2 .5 .2  A n a lysis of V a ria n ce (AN OVA) 
The ANOV A results for the percentage of consolidated stops and outcome measures are 
shown in Table  4 .4 .  The considerable effects are highl ighted i n  the table. Distance 
benveen stops shows the largest effect on the percentage of consolidated stops. The next 
largest effects are the passengers ' activity the i nteraction between the passengers ' 
activity and the percentage of decreased passengers, the percentage of decrea ed 
passengers, and fi nal ly  the i nteraction effect between the distance between stops and 
passengers ' activity. The adjusted r2 value of the model is 73 .46%. 
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Table 4.4 
dj u ted 
OV fo r the Percelltage o/ Consolidated Stops Outcome Meas ure U ing 
Source Scq SS 0/0 
Factor 
Distance Between Stops 1 09 1 1 2 1  28 .69 
Passengers ' activity 5 1 1 254 1 3 .44 
A ,'erage Cruising Speed 1 02 1 7  0.27 
AfaximllJ71 Walkable Distance 7773 0.20 
Frequency of Service 3 8 1 43 1 .00 
Percentage of Decreased Passengers 294800 7 .75 
I ntcractions  of Factors 
Distance Between Stops * Passengers ' activity 1 93625 5 .09 
Di rance Between Slap. * A verage Cruising Speed 6082 0 . 1 6  
Di lance Between Stops * Maximum Walkable Distance 1 6097 0.42 
Di rance Between SlOp * Frequency of Service 1 07 1 90 2 .82 
Distallce Between Slaps * Percentage of Decreased Passengers 432007 1 1 . 36 
Pa sengel's ' activity * A verage Cruising Speed 6347 0. 1 7  
Pa engel's ' activity * Maximum Walkable Distance 25706 0.68 
Passengers ' activity * Frequency of Service 32980 0.87 
Pas engers ' activity * Percentage of Decreased Passengers 1 4 1 1 9  0 .37 
Average Cruising Speed * Maximum Walkable Di lance 470 0.0 1 
A verage Cruising Speed * Frequency of Service 256 0.0 1 
A\'erage Cruising Speed * Percentage of Decreased Passengers 3 1 1 7 0.08 
Afaximum Walkable Distance * Frequency of Service 433 0.0 1 
Maximum Walkable Distance * Percentage of Decreased Passengers 1 1 35  0.03 
Frequency of Service * Percentage of Decreased Passengers 9608 0.25 
Error 1 000649 26.3 1 
Total 3803 1 28 1 00 
R-Sq = 73 .69% , R-Sq(adj )  = 73 .46% 
Figure 4 .5  shows the main effects plot for the percentage of consolidated stops outcome 
measure. Distance ben-veen stops, passengers ' activity and percentage of decreased 
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passenger how some ariabi l i ty with the response ariable (percentage of con olidGled 
top. ). The three factor do not show considerable variabi l i ty. The percentage of 
consolidated stop sho s a c lear negative r lationship with di tance between stop , a 
cl ar po it i e relationship with percentage of decrea ed pa engel's. That is, the 
percentage of consolidated stop is highest v hen the di lance benl'een top is 10  est . 
and the percentage of decreased pa engel's is highest . Percentage of can olidated stop 
show un lear relationship with the pa sengers ' activity. low pa sengers ' activity (25 
per hour) ho\ s higher perc ntage of consol idation, v hich is sharply decreased i f  the 
pa engel's ' activity i s  l ightl increased, I f  the pas engel' ' activity is increased further, 
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Figu re 4.5 : M a i n  Effects P lot fo r Percentage of Consolidated Stops 
The ANOVA table for percentage of travel time savings I S  gIven III Table 4 . 5 .  The 
considerable effects are highl ighted i n  the table. The passenger . activity shows the 
largest effect on the percentage of travel time savings. The next largest effects are noticed 
for the distance bef1l'een stops, fol lowed by the interaction between the passengers ' 
activity and the distance between stops. The adjusted r2 value of the model is 60.4 1 %. 
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able 4.5 
Adj u ted S 
OVA fo r Percentage of Travel Time Savings Outcome M ea u re, U ing 
Sou rce SeqS 0/0 
Factors 
Distance Benl'eel2 Stops 24 1 .027 1 2 .96 
Passengers ) activity 408.789 2 1 .98 
A verage Crui ing Speed 2 1 .265 1 . 1 4  
Alaximul11 Walkable Di lance 3 . 567 0. 1 9  
Frequency of Service 1 3 .4 1 8 0.72 
Percenfage of Decrea ed Passenger 37.792 2.03 
I n teractions of Factors 
Di tance BeT1veen Stops * Passengers ' activity 1 60.908 8 .65 
Di lance BeT11'een Stop * A verage Cruising Speed 1 2 .528 0.67 
Distance Between Stop * Maximum Walkable Distance 1 0 . 1 8 1 0 .55 
Di lance Between Stops * Frequency of Service 6.39 1 0.34 
Di rance BeT1l'een Stop * Percentage of Decreased Pa sengers 56 .967 3 .06 
Pa engel's ' actil ity * A verage Cruising Speed 40. 1 52 2. 1 6  
Pa engers ' activity * Maximum Walkable Distance 1 3 .983 0.75 
Passenger ' activity * Frequency of Service 86.626 4.66 
Pa sengers ' activity * Percentage of Decreased Passengers 8 .796 0.47 
Average Cruising Speed * Maximum Walkable Distance 0.997 0.05 
A verage Crui ing Speed * Frequency of Service 2 .542 0. 1 4  
A verage Cruising Speed * Percentage of Decreased Passengers 2.400 0. 1 3  
AfCL'.cirnum Walkable Distance * Frequency of Service 0.279 0.02 
Maximum Walkable Distance * Percentage of Decreased Passengers 0.3 1 8  0.02 
Frequency of Sen,,' ice * Percentage of Decreased Passengers 0.640 0.03 
Error 729.837 39.25 
Total 1 859.402 1 00 
R-Sq = 60.75% R-Sq(adj ) = 60.4 1 %  
Figure 4 .6  shows the main effects plot for the percentage of travel time savings outcome 
measure. The distance between stops and the passengers ' activity shows some variabi l i ty 
with the response variable (percentage of travel time savings).  The other four factors do 
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not show considerable ariabi l i ty. The percentage of travel time savings shows a clear 
negati e relation hip ith di lance bef1t'een top . That is  the percentage of travel time 
saving is highest when distance between stops is lowest and vice ersa. The percenrage 
of travel time saving. sho s unclear relat ionship with passengers ' aClivity. A lov\' 
pas engers ' activity (25 per hour shows higher percentage of consol idation, which is  
harply decreased if  the pas engers ' activit)' is sl ightly increased. I f  the passengers ' 
aclivity increased further, the percentage of travel time avings starts to sl ightly increase. 
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Figu re 4.6 : M a i n  E ffects Plot for Percentage of Travel Time Savings 
The ANOV A table for the percentage of operating time savings outcome measure is  
given i n  Table 4 .6 .  The considerable effects are highl ighted in  the table .  The distance 
betlveen stops shows the largest effects on the percentage of operating time savings 
outcome. The next largest effects are due to the interaction between the distance befyveen 
stops and percentage of decreased passengers, fol lowed by the effect of the percentage of 
decreased passengers. The adjusted r2 value of the model i s  73 .77%. 
F igure 4.7 shows the mam effects plot for the percentage of operating time savings 
outcome measure. The distance between stops and the percentage of decreased 
passengers shows some variab i li ty with the response variable (percentage of operating 
time savings) .  The other four factors do not show c lear or considerable variabi l i ty. The 
percentage of operating time savings shows a c lear negative relationship with the 
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di.stance between top , and a c lear positive relationship with the percentage oj decrea ed 
passenger . That is the percentage oj operating time saving i s  highest \\ hen the di lance 
between SlOpS i 10  e t and the percentage oj decreased pa senger i s  highest. 
Ta ble 4.6 A OVA fo r Percelltage of Operating Time Savings Outcome Mea ure, 
U ing Adj u ted SS 
Sou rce Seq SS 0/0 
Factor 
Distance Between SlOPS 42 1 84.8 29.66 
Pa senger . activity 5494.6 3 . 86 
A verage Crui ing Speed 1 6 1 9 .4 1 . 1 4  
,\dcu:imum TValkable Di tance 70.8 0.05 
Frequency oJService 1 3 1 2 .2 0.92 
Percentage of Decreased Passengers 1 3735 .5  9.66 
I n tera ctions of Factors 
Distance Between Stop * Pas engers ' activity 342 1 . 5 2.4 1 
Di lance Belween Stops * A verage Cruising Speed 1 455 .8  1 .02 
Di tance Bef1l'een Stop * Maximum Walkable Distance 2 1 2 .7 0. 1 5  
Di tance Between Stops * Frequency of Service 3224.9 2.27 
Distance Bef1veen Stops * Percentage of Decreased Passengers 27278.3 1 9. 1 8  
Pa engers ' activity * A verage Cruising Speed 1 1 84 .2 0.83 
Passengers ' activity * Maximum Walkable Distance 255 .6 0. 1 8  
Pa enger ' activity * Frequency of Service 1 5 1 5 .6 1 .07 
Pas enger . activity * Percentage of Decreased Passengers 626. 1 0.44 
A verage Cruising Speed * Maximum Walkable Distance 43 .4 0.03 
A verage Cruising Speed * Frequency of Service 1 0 .5  0.0 1 
A verage Cruising Speed * Percentage of Decreased Passengers 54 1 . 1  0 .38 
.\;faximum Walkable Distance * Frequency of Service 1 2 . 1  0.0 1 
Maximum Walkable Distance * Percentage of Decreased Passengers 2 1 . 3 0.0 1 
Frequency of Service * Percentage of Decreased Passengers 1 0 1 6 .7  0.7 1 
Error 36987.7 26. 0 1  
Total 1 42224.7 1 00 
R-Sq = 73 .99% R-Sq(adj ) = 73 .77% 
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Figure 4 . 7 :  Main  E ffects Plot fo r Percentage of Operating Time Savings 
4.2 .5 .3 I n teraction of Factors 
The i nteractions between any two factors were analyzed by surface generation and 
contoW' plott ing.  These plots can be used to describe the response for any combination 
within the boundary l imi ts of the factors . Following the analysis in Tables 4.4 to 4.6, foW' 
interactions were found to be prominent (the Sum of Square is more than 5%, as 
highlighted in these tables) .  These interactions are plotted using (A) Contour, and (B) 
SW'face P lots, in F igures 4 .8  to 4 . 1 1 .  
F igure 4 .8  shows the effect of i nteraction between the distance between slops and the 
passengers ' activity on the percentage of consolidated stops response variable. It shows 
that the percentage of consolidated stops is highest (40%+) when the passengers ' activity 
is lowest « SOper hour) and the distance between stops is the lowest « 200m). The 
percentage of consolidated stops is 30-40% when the distance between stops is around 
200-300m and the passengers ' activity is less than 50 passengers per hour. The 
percentage of consolidated stops further decreased to 20-30% when the distance between 
stops is around 300-400m and the passengers ) activity is around 50-80 passengers per 
hoW'. An i nteresting note is that the same percentage of consoUdaled stops (20-30%) can 
also be achieved at lowest distance between stops « 200m) and passengers ) activity more 
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than 1 50 passengers per hour. Although the experiments are bounded to certain levels, 
contour and surface plot can be used to extrapolate to indicate the relationship beyond 
the bound . Here, it indicates that ery high pa enger . activity ( 1 50+ passengers per 
hour) may increase the percentage of con olidated stops at lower di {ance bef1.1-'een stops. 
In a combination of moderate to high pa engel' ' activity ( 50+ passengers per hour) and 
moderate to high di lance between lOpS (400+m),  the chances of consolidation are 
minimal . The response to any combination (within the l imit )  can be extrapolated from 
the e plots. For example, the response of the combinat ion di tance bef1.l'een Slops of 400m 
and pa sengers ' activity of 1 20 passengers per hour is O- l O%. This means that 0- 1 0% of 
the stops can be consol idated given this combination. I n  other words, the probabi l ity of 
consol idation for this combination is 0-0, 1 .  
Figure 4 .9  shows the effect of the interaction between the distance between stops and 
percentage of decreased pas engers on the percentage of consolidated tops response 
variable .  I t  sho\ s that the percentage of con olidated stops is highest (40%+) when the 
percentage of decrea ed passengers is highest (50%) and distance between stops is 
lowest « 200m) .  The percentage of consolidated stops is 30-40% when the distance 
bef1.1'een stop i s  around 200-300m and the percentage of decreased passengers is more 
than 30%. The percentage of consolidated stops further decreased to 20-30% when the 
distance between stops is around 200-300m and percentage of decreased passengers is 
around 20-50%. In a combination of moderate to high distance between stops (500+m) 
and a 0-40% percentage of decreased passengers, the chances of consol idation are 
minimal .  The plots can also be used to indicate the probable response of any combination 
within the factors l imits. For exan1ple the response of the combination of the distance 
between stops of 400m and the percentage of decreased passengers of 30% is 1 0-20%. 
This indicates that 1 0-20% of the stops can be conso l idated given this combination, or 
that the probabi l i ty of conso l idation for this combination is 0 . 1 -0 .2 .  
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Figure 4.8: The Percentage of Consolidated Stops Versus Distance between Stops and 
Passengers ' Activity 
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Figu re 4.9: The Percentage of Consolidated Stops versus Distance between Stops and 
Percentage of Decreased Passengers 
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Figure 4 . 1 0  show the effect of the interaction between the di lance bent'een lop and the 
pa'S 'enger ' activity on the percentage oj travel time savings response variable. It show 
that percentage of travel time saving is highest (0 .8%+) when the pa sengers ' aClirity is 
lowest « 50 passengers per hour) and distance between stop is also lowest (<200m). The 
percentage oj travel time avings is 0.6-0.8% when the di tance bent'een stop is around 
200-400m and the pas enger " activity i s  less than 50 passengers per hour. The 
percentage oj travel time saving further decreased to 0.4-0.6% when the distance 
between top i around 200-600m and the passenger ' activity is around 70 passengers 
per hour. For the combination of moderate to high di tance beMeen stops (400+m) and 
pa enger. · activity of 60+ passengers per hour, the percentage oj travel time savings is 
minimal . The figure can also indicate probable effect on the response variable of any 
combination. For example, the re ponse of the combination of the di tance between stop 
of -lOOm and the pa senger ' activity of 1 20 passengers per hour is  0 .2-0.4%. This also 
indicate 0 .2-0.4% percentage oj travel time savings of the users can be achieved for this 
combination. 
Figure 4 . 1 1 shows the effect of the interaction between the distance benveen slops and the 
percentage oj decreased passengers on the percentage oj operating time savings response 
variable. It shows that the percentage oj operating time savings is highest ( 8%+) when 
the percentage oj decreased passengers is the highest ( 50%) and the distance between 
stop i s  lowest « 200m). The percentage oj operating time savings i s  6-8% when the 
di tance between stops is around 200-300m and the percentage oj decreased passengers 
i s  around 40-50%. The percentage oj operating time savings further decreased to 4-6% 
when the distance benveen stops is around 200-400m and the percentage oj decreased 
passengers i s  around 20-50%. In  a combination of moderate to high distance benveen 
slops (500+m) and a 0-40% percentage oj decreased passengers, the percentage oj 
operating time savings i s  min imal.  The response of the combination of the di lance 
benreen stops of 3 50m and the percentage oj decreased passengers of 30% is 2-4%. This 
indicates that 2-4% of the operating time can be saved for this combination. 
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Figure 4. 1 0: The Percentage of Travel Time Savings versus Distance between Stops 
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4.2 .5 .4  orre lation Da ly i 
The l inear correlation coefficients (r) among the factors and the response variables are 
hO\\.TI in Table 4 .7 .  The di tance benveen stop shows moderate2 and negative correlation 
v" ith al l re pon e variables. The pas engel' . activity shows weak2 negative relationship 
with the percentage of con olidated lop , moderate2 n gat ive relationship with the 
percentage of travel time savings and a very eak2 (or none2) negative relationship with 
th percentage of operating time G\ ings. The average cruising speed. the maximum 
\I 'alkable distance and the frequency of ervice show very weak2 (or none2) negat ive 
relationship with al l the response variables. The percentage of decreased passengers 
hows weak:! po i t ive relationship with the percentage of con olidafed stops and the 
percentage of operating time aving . I t  also shows a very weak2 (or none2) positive 
relation hip with the percentage of travel time avings. 
Table 4.7 Co rrelation Coefficients (r) Among the Factors and the Res ponse 
Variable 
Response Variables Percentage of Percentage of Percentage of 
Consolidated Travel Time Operating 
Factors Stops Savings Time Savings 
Distance BeMeen SlOPS -0.494 -0.345 -0.486 
-0.235 -0. 339  -0.090 
A verage CruiSing Speed -0.093 -0.003 -0 .046 
Maximum Walkable Distance 0 .043 0.040 0 .0 1 9  
Frequency of Service -0.090 0.082 -0.088 
0.260 0 . 1 32 0.289 
Re pon e Variab les 
Percentage of Consolidated Stops 
Percentage of Travel Time Savings 
Percentage of Operating Time Savings 1 
Strength of 
Relationship Strong D Moderate D Weak D Very Weak/none 
2 The scale of the " strength of relationsh i p" is taken from Choudhu ry (2009). Four strength 
categories are taken; strong (r = - 1 .0 to -0.5 or 1 .0 to 0 .5 ), moderate (r = -0.5 to -0.3 or 0.3 to 0.5), 
weak ( r  = -0.3 to -0. 1 or 0. 1 to 0 . 3 )  and or very weak/none (r = -0. 1 to 0. 1 )  
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In Table 4 .7 ,  the correlation among the three response ariables are also provided. They 
how a strong2 and positi e relationship among them. 
4.3 Discussio n s  
4.3. 1 E ffect of t h e  Di lance between Stops fa ctor 
From the descriptive statistic , we concluded that the mean value of the different levels of 
the distance between stop varied clearly and this suggested a relationship between this 
factor and the response ariables. From the ANOV A tables (Table 4 .4 to 4 .6) ,  a strong 
evidence existed as the urn of Squares of the distance between stops showed a large 
share; 28 .69%, 1 2 .96% and 29.66% for the percentage of consolidated stops. percenlage 
of travel time avings and percentage of operating time savings respectively. The main 
effi ct plots ( Figure 4 . 5  to 4 .7) also confirmed that this factor has a considerable effect on 
the three responses. Moreover, i t  indicated negative moderate relat ionships with all the 
responses. As a result, we can conclude that the distance between stops has considerable 
effect on al l the three responses. Any of the response variables increases as the distance 
ben1'een stops i s  decreased . 
The percentage of consolidated stops i s  more with lower distance between SlOp . This 
means that there is  more chance or probabi l i ty of stop consol idation at the lower levels of 
the di lance belYl'een slops than at the higher levels .  Savings in  users travel time and 
operating time are also more i f  the distance benl'een stops is low. 
This study conso l idates stop(s) according to the travel t ime savmgs of the users at a 
particular stop. I f  the stop spacing is  high the extra walking time of the affected 
passengers is l ikely to exceed the travel time savings of the through passengers. 
Moreo er, for h igh stop spacing, the accessibi l i ty (maximum walkable distance) wil l  
l ikely decrease and this may decrease the chances of consol idation. Therefore, for low 
levels of distance between stops, the chances of consolidation are high. 
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4.3.2 E ffect of t h e  Pa enger ' Activity Factor 
.\fode! Testing 
From the de cripti e stat istics, \ e concluded that the mean value of the different levels of 
the pas engers ' activity aried, but the vaIiation was not constant. I t  was high at the 
lowest Ie e ls (between 0-50 and 50- 1 00 passengers per hour), but very 10 variations 
were een at the other higher levels. The A OVA tables (Table 4 .4 to 4 .6) showed that 
the pa enger . activity has a large share of urn of Squares; 1 3 .44% and 2 l .98% for the 
percentage of con olidated top and the percentage of travel time avings. respectivel . 
It ha a small share ( 3 . 86%) for the percentage of operating lime savings. The correlation 
table (Table 4 .7  showed very weak relation between the pas engers ' activity and the two 
response variables of the percentage of consolidated stop and the percentage of operating 
time m'ings (the correlation coefficient of the percentage of consolidated stops is near to 
moderate strength). A relationship of moderate strength is evident with the percentage of 
travel time saving . 
According to the abo e discussion we can conclude that the passengers ' activity has 
con iderable effect on the two response variable of the percentage of travel time savings 
and the percentage of consolidated stops. Although the percentage of consolidated stop 
showed weak relationship, the size of the Sum of Squares cannot be neglected. The main 
effect plots (F igure 4 .5  and 4 .6)  showed that the percentage of consolidated stops and 
percentage of travel time savings are more for the level of 0-50 passengers per hour. 
These two responses decrease sharply when the passengers ' activity are increased to the 
level of 50- 1 00 passengers per hour. When the passengers activity is increased more 
( l 00+ passengers per hour), the responses are sl ight ly increased. 
Passenger . activity is a function of the boarding and alighting passengers. In the model ,  
the travel time savings depends mainly on  the on-board passenger, which is  a function of 
boarding-alighting or passengers ' activity. Theoretical ly, the more the onboaI'd 
passengers at a stop, the more the chance of getting positive travel t ime savings. Although 
the passengers ' activity at a particular stop can indicate the i ncrease or decrease of the on­
board passengers at that stop, i t  cannot i tself  indicate the size of the actual on-board 
passenger. Detailed examination is required to understand the relationship between the 
passengers ' activity and the response variables. 
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4.3.3 E ffect  of  t h e  Percelltage of Decrea eel Pa enger Factor 
.\fodel Te tmg 
The de criptiv stat istics indicate that the mean value of different levels of the factor 
percentage of decrea ed passengers varied clearly within the percentage of consolidated 
, lOp'  and the percentage of operating time aving . The variation is  not as  much with the 
percentage of travel time aving . From the A OVA tables (Table 4.4 to 4 .6). the urn of 
quares of the factor shows good share of the percentage of consolidated stop (7 .75%) 
and of the percentage of operating time avings (9 .66%) . It shows a low share of the 
percentage of travel time a\'ing (2 .03%). We can conclude that the percentage of 
deer ased pas enger has considerable effects on the percentage of consolidated stops 
and percentage of operating time avings. 
The percentage of con olidated stop and the percentage of operating time avings are 
more when the percentage of decrea ed pas engers i s  higher. There is  more chance or 
probabi l i ty of stop consol idation with higher values of percentage of decreased 
pa engers than lower passenger loss. Percentage of operating time savings is also more 
if the percentage of decreased passengers is more. 
I n  the theory of the model ,  i f  the passengers are decreased. the time loss due to walking 
and wait ing wi l l  be lesser, compared to the case of no decrease in  passengers. Therefore, 
the chance of travel t ime savings at the stop wil l  be more, and this wi l l  eventually 
increase the chance of consol idation. Again decreased passengers wi l l  result in 
decreasing the operating time, as the boarding-alighting time for those passengers wi l l  be 
zero. 
4.3.4 Effects of Other Factors 
The other three factors; average cruising speed, maximum walkable distance and 
frequency of service show very l itt le effect on response variables as the Sum of Squares 
are very low ( less than 2%), compared to the effects of the factors discussed in the 
previous three sections. Moreover, most of their interactions with the other factors also 
yield lower Sum of Squares. 
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Average crui ing speed shows negati e relationship with al l  the responses. The strengths 
o[ these relationships are very weak (or none). The only interaction of this factor "\vith the 
pas engers ' activity has l i ttle effect on the percentage of travel time saving ( the urn of 
quares is  2 . 1 6%). 
A1aximum "valkable distance shows positi e relationship with al l  the responses. 
onetheless. the strengths of these relationships are very weak (or none) .  As a result. this 
factor seems insign i ficant in  the cunent experimental setting. In the modeL the factor acts 
as a decision factor of consol idation; if the distances of any of the shed- l ines of a stop are 
more than the maximum walkable distance, the stop cannot be consol idated. That is, the 
chance of consol idation should be higher at the high level than at the low level of the 
maximum walkable di tance . I n  the current experimental sett ing, the distance of the shed­
l ine can be rarely higher than 600m whi le the lowest level value for the maximum 
'walkable distance i s  600m. As a result, there is  very l ittle chance (very few scenarios) to 
observe i ts effect in the CWTent experimental setting. A sensit ivity test is perfomled in the 
ca e study (see section 5 . 3 .6)  to observe the effects of the maximum }valkable distance on 
the response variables. 
Frequency of service shows negative relat ionship with percentage of consolidated stops 
and percentage of operating time savings. I t  shows a positive relationship with the 
percentage of travel time savings. The strength of these relat ionships is very weak (or 
none) .  The Frequency of service is used to calculate two values; headway (which is used 
to calculate waiting t ime) and the trip-wise passengers' activity. As the waiting time has 
no relat ionship with the operating time calculation or the user travel time savings (which 
is  used in stop consol idation). the very weak relat ionship of frequency of service with 
these two responses is logical .  The i nteraction of frequency of service with the 
passengers I activity yields some impacts on the percentage of travel time savings (the 
sum of squares is 4.66%). This happens because the frequency of service eventual ly 
decreases the trip wise passengers ' activity which has moderate effect on percentage of 
travel time savings. 
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4.3.5 E ffect o f  I n teract ion 
ignificant interactions are presented in section 4 .2 .5 .3 .  The most important interaction is  
een bet, een the di tance between tops and the percentage of decrea ed pa engel'S for 
the re ponse ariable the percentage of operating time aving and the percentage of 
consolidated ·tops. I n  general,  the percentage of operating time avings and the 
percentage of con olidated stop are more when the percentage of decreased passengers 
I S  more and the di  tance between tops i less. 
Other important interaction is observed between the distance between top and the 
pa . engers · activity for the response ariables percentage of travel time savings and 
percentage of con olidated top . In  generaL the percentage of travel time saving and the 
percentage of con olidafed top are more when the level of passengers ' activity and the 
di. tance between top is low. The percentage of travel time savings and the percentage 
of con olidated top are less when the distance between stops and the passengers ' 
activity is high. I n  a setting of moderate pas engers ' activity and low distance between 
lOp , the percentage of consolidated SlOpS is moderate. For a high level of passengers ' 
activity and low di lance between stops, the percentage of stop consolidation is high. 
4.3.6 S u m m a ry of Disc ussion 
The discussions in  the previous sections (section 4 .3 . 1 to 4 . 3 . 5 )  are summarized in the 
Table 4 .8  to show the i mportance of the factors according to the response variables. The 
assessment is done based on the percentage of Sum of Squares (SS)  in ANOV A test 
(main effects and i nteraction effects) and the strength of the correlation. The main and 
interaction effects (examined i n  the ANOVA test) are assessed as very high (SS is more 
than 20%), high (SS  is  1 5-20%), moderate (SS is 1 0- 1 5%), minor (SS is  5- 1 0%) and 
negl igible (SS  is less than 5%). The interaction of each factor (with another factor) is 
examined and the best (highest percentage of SS) effect i s  chosen for the assessment. The 
strength of correlation i s  taken from Table 4 .7  which is assessed according to 
ChoudhurY (2009). I mportance of the factor is determined as very important (any of the 
effects is high/very high or strength of correlation is moderate/high), not important (al l 
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the effects are negl igible and trength of correlation is weak/very weak) and important (al l  
the other cenarios) .  
Fr m Table 4.8, " e conclude that three factors are shm ing considerable effects on the 
re ponse output Ivariables. These are distance between stops, passengers ' activity and 
percentage of decrea ed pa enger . Among these, the effects of passengers ' activity 
cann t be explained properly. it needs more study. The other three factors and some of 
their interaction show some effects, but are not or Ie s significant. The ma.;'Cimun? 
l1 'alkable di lance does not sho\! the effect properly in the current experimental setting, 
though it hows significant effect on the response variables in a sensitivity test (see 
section 5 . 3 .6) .  












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































case study was conducted to assess the model val idity in a real l i fe ituat ion. Two bus 
route from in publ ic bus service were selected. The service is provided by 
Department of Transport ( DoT), the government authority responsible for transport 
planning and pol ic  in  the Emirates of Abu Dhabi . 
5. 1 Rou te Desc r i pt ion 
There are eight operating routes in  Al Ain. Among these, route 900 and 930 were chosen 
for the study. Route 900 starts from Bawadi Mall  and ends at H i l i  Park ( See Figure 5 . 1 ) . 
Thi route has 52 stops towards H i l i  Park and 46 stops towards Bawadi Mal l .  The route is 
about 29.7 ki lometers long and has 1 1  transfer stops ( 7  towards Bawadi Mall and 4 
towards H i l i  Park) .  This route connects two sub-urban regions ( Mezyad and Hi l i )  through 
the Town Center. 
Route 930 starts from Al Fo 'a  Mall  and ends at Al Bateen (See Figure 5 . 1 ) . This route has 
60 stops towards Al  Bateen and 66 stops towards Al Fo'a Mal l .  The route is about 44 .8  
ki lometers long and has 1 5  transfer stops (5  towards Al Fo 'a Mal l  and 1 0  towards Al 
Bateen). This route is also COlmects two sub-urban regions (AI Bateen-Maqam and Al 
Fo 'a) through the Town Center. 
5.2 Da ta Col lection 
Data were col lected through a comprehensive study conducted on the year 2009 by 
Roadway Transportat ion and Traffic Safety Research Center ( RTTSRC) of the United 
Arab Emirates University (UAEU). This study aimed at assessing of public bus operation 
and services in the Emirate of Abu Dhabi (RTTSRC, 2009). In this study, bus routes of 
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bu Dhabi and In were e aluated The data u ed in thi re earch thesi wa obtained 
and proce ed from the above mentioned tud 
Ius .MIlI U I' AI .... 
llGlIl 
Ruute Pdlh 900 
Route Path 930 
Ru, Stop, Tow.l nh H i l I  P.lrk • 
Bu, Stops Tow<lrds Baw;l<h Mall  
Bu Stops To\\'drd AI FO,l M.111 • 
Bus Stops Tow.l rds AI Bateen 
AI Bateen 
Town Center 
l km 0 l km 2km 
Figu re 5. 1 :  Case Study Bus Route Map of A I  Ain  
�-� Bawadi 
.. �_ Mal l  
I n  that study (RTTSRC, 2009);  each route was surveyed seven days a week at three peak 
hours and for both direct ions. That is, 2 1  peak hours were surveyed for each route 
direct ion throughout the week . The routes were surveyed in a staggered way (within the 
peak hour) i n  order to investigates the bus trips at various t imes (e.g. 7 AM, 7 : 30, 8 :00, 
8 30, etc). This was done to ensure the representation of ent ire peak-time period These 
surveys contain locat ion (GPS coordinates) and loading (al ighting and boarding) 
information of stops. They a lso recorded the travel t ime between each stop ,  For the case 
study, onJy one survey, in each direction of routes 900 and 930, with an average loading 
pattern was selected. 
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The urveys col lected tra el times between stops in  minute , \vhich are u ed to calculate 
the average crui ing peed . s more accurate travel t ime ( in  econds) was not avai lable. 
thl data needed to be adj u ted. I nitial ly, the average cmising speeds were calculated from 
the travel t ime data and used in the model .  The calculated trip time from the model was 
compared to the trip t ime obtained from the surveys. orne adjustments in average 
cmi ing peed v. ere done b checking the distance between stops, location of the l inks, 
number of inter ections along the l ink, intersection types etc . Th is proce s continued t i l l  
the mode l '  e timated trip-times became close to the survey ' s  trip times. 
Tran fer tops \vere ident ified from the complete route maps prepared in the RTT RC 
tud . Here, al l  the routes and their stop were drawn in one map and the transfer stops 
were identi fied. Final ized input data are provided in Table 5 . 1 to 5 .4 .  
Table 5. 1 Pri m a ry Data Table fo r AI  Ain  Route 900, towards Bawadi Mal l  
Origina l  Distance fro m N u m ber  of N u m ber of Average Cruising Transfer Speed on top Station 
P receding Alighting Board ing 
Preceding Link 
N u m ber  Stop  ( m eter ) Passengers Passen gers (km/h r) 
1 1 0 0 0 0 
2 0 885 0 0 3 8  
3 0 673 0 0 3 8  
4 0 547 0 0 4 1  
5 0 9 1 7  0 1 45 
6 0 6 1 2  0 1 40 
7 0 1 1 57  0 4 42 
8 0 6 1 0  0 0 44 
9 0 1 069 0 2 39 
1 0  0 1 220 0 2 36  
1 1  0 398 0 1 44 
1 2  0 560 0 1 45 
1 3  0 455  0 1 39 
1 4  0 647 0 0 37  
1 5  0 964 0 0 35  
1 6  1 565 0 0 3 8  
1 7  1 964 0 0 42 
1 8  1 678 0 0 1 0  
1 9  0 3 4 1  0 0 1 1  
20 1 402 3 2 20 
2 1  0 229 1 1 1 1  
22 0 296 2 0 1 6  
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23 0 599 0 0 1 5  
24 1 459 0 0 20 
25 0 359 3 1 4  1 6  
26 0 1 6 1  3 0 1 8  
27 1 584 0 9 1 5  
28 0 579 0 1 1 4  
29 0 3 0 1  0 0 1 9  
30 0 1 432  0 0 3 1  
3 1  0 476 0 3 29 
32 0 1 004 0 1 2  42 
33  0 9 1 7  0 0 43 
34 0 1 7 1 6  1 0 35 
35  0 995 7 0 44 
36  0 204 0 0 44 
3 7  0 497 0 0 4 1  
38  0 763 0 0 36  
39 0 557  1 6  0 26 
40 0 3 1 4  1 1 30 
4 1  0 4 1 0  2 0 26 
42 0 40 1 9 0 2 1  
43 0 58 1 0 0 29 
44 0 64 1 0 0 28 
45 0 1 1 89 8 0 40 
46 1 3 67 0 0 28 
Table 5.2 P ri m a ry D ata Table for Al  Ain  Route 900, towa rds H i l i  Park 
O rigina l  D istan ce fro m N u m ber of N u m ber  of  
A verage Cruising 
Stop 
Transfe r  P receding Alighting Board ing  
Speed on  
Station Preced ing Link 
N u mber Stop ( meters)  Passengers Passengers ( kmlh r) 
1 1 0 0 0 0 
2 0 296 0 0 2 1  
3 0 1 065 0 0 29 
4 0 608 0 0 22 
5 0 3 73 0 2 20 
6 0 1 96 1 0 2 1  
7 0 233  0 2 29 
8 0 523 0 0 25 
9 0 5 1 5  0 0 24 
1 0  0 707 1 5 27 
1 1  0 682 0 2 39 
1 2  0 507 0 1 1  44 
1 3  0 1 223 0 1 40 
1 4  0 2540 0 4 39 
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1 5  0 7 1 1 0 " 35  I j 
1 6  0 86 1 0 2 38  I 
1 7  0 805 0 1 42 
1 8  0 468 0 4 35  
1 9  0 428 0 0 1 5  
20 1 589 0 0 1 4  
2 1  0 570 0 1 1 7  
22 0 1 85 0 2 1 7  
23 0 270 0 0 20 
24 1 1 66 0 0 1 3  
25 0 3 9 1  0 2 1 2  
26 0 9 1 7  0 0 1 9  
27 1 1 98 0 0 1 5  
28 0 359  " 0 1 9  j 
29 0 435 2 0 1 8  
30 1 604 2 0 34 
3 1  0 267 0 0 35  
32 0 772 9 5 28 
3 3  0 597 2 2 32 
34 0 288 1 3 32 
35  0 620 1 0 30 
3 6  0 673 1 0 44 
37  0 3 75 2 0 37  
38  0 602 4 0 40 
39  0 3 60 5 0 4 1  
40 0 343 2 0 39 
4 1  0 866 1 0 39 
42 0 853  1 0 40 
43 0 332  1 0 37  
44 0 608 2 0 43 
45 0 795 1 0 38  
46 0 398 3 0 40 
47 0 562 0 0 44 
48 0 73 1 2 0 4 1  
49 0 349 1 0 39 
50 0 5 1 8  0 0 39 
5 1  0 576 0 0 39 
52 1 924 4 0 3 8  
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Table 5.3 Pri m a ry Data Table fo r I Ain Route 930, tow a rd AI  Bateen 
I Origina l  Di tance from um ber of u m ber of Average C ru i  ing Tra n  fer Speed on top 
tat ion Preceding  Alight ing Boarding  Preced ing Link u m ber top (m eter ) Pa enger Pa enger 
( km /h r) 
1 1 0 0 1 3  0 
2 0 776 0 1 50 
3 0 467 0 1 42 
4 0 1 069 0 4 48 
5 0 1 460 0 0 42 
6 0 632 0 0 50 
7 0 1 1 1 8 0 2 40 
8 1 1 7 1 1 0 1 36 
9 0 1 0 1 1 0 1 50 
1 0  0 86 1 0 0 50 
1 1  0 729 0 0 40 
1 2  0 566 0 1 38  
1 3  0 623 0 0 4 1  
1 4  0 393 0 3 44 
1 5  1 909 0 0 45 
1 6  0 520 0 1 36  
1 7  0 6 1 3  0 4 37  
1 8  0 330  0 2 43 
1 9  0 465 0 2 39 
20 0 550 0 1 32 
2 1  1 636 0 0 27 
22 1 978 2 0 25 
23 1 563 0 0 30 
24 0 694 5 2 25 
25 0 3 9 1  0 1 20 
26 1 233  0 4 24 
27 0 298 3 1 1 9  
28 0 826 1 0 24 
29 0 48 1 30 6 1 5  
30 1 299 0 3 1 9  
3 1  0 1 87 0 1 1 3  
32  0 277 0 0 1 2  
3 3  1 2 1 2  0 1 1 4  
34 0 1 598 1 0 44 
3 5  0 845 2 0 38  
36  0 502 1 0 37  
3 7  0 1 1 57 0 0 38  
3 8  0 827 0 0 45 
39  1 57 1 1 1 3 8  
40 0 1 1 27 0 1 43 
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4 1  0 624 0 0 43 
42 0 407 0 0 35  
43  0 1 036  0 0 42 
44 0 760 1 0 39 
45 0 1 225 0 0 39 
46 0 628 1 0 40 
47 0 1 495 2 0 36 
48 0 50 1 1 0 42 
49 0 1 1 28 2 0 45 
50 0 632 0 0 43 
5 1  1 708 1 0 20 
52 0 420 1 0 25 
53 0 1 247 0 0 1 9  
54 0 542 0 1 40 
55  0 222 1 0 0 38  
56 0 764 2 0 43 
57  0 937 0 0 43 
58 0 398 0 0 39 
59 0 724 0 0 42 
60 1 1 04 1  2 0 4 1  
Table 5.4 Primary Data Table for AI Ain  Route 930, towa rds A l  Fo'a Mal l  
O rigina l  Distance fro m N u m ber of N u m ber  of  Average Cru ising Transfer Speed on Stop Station P reced ing Alighting Boarding Preced ing Link N u m ber  Stop ( m eters) Passengers Passengers 
( km/h r) 
1 1 0 0 1 0 
2 0 1 0 1 4  0 0 35  
3 0 805 0 2 43 
4 0 393 0 0 37  
5 0 948 0 0 37  
6 0 755 0 0 37  
7 0 9 1 4  0 0 40 
8 0 1 28 1  0 1 43 
9 0 565 0 0 40 
1 0  0 829 0 3 1 9  
1 1  0 4 1 4  0 3 1 8  
1 2  0 1 072 2 0 23 
1 3  0 674 0 0 40 
1 4  0 534  0 0 42 
1 5  0 1 070 0 0 4 1  
1 6  0 3 69 0 0 37  
1 7  0 1 1 60 0 3 36  
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1 8  0 705 0 0 42 
1 9  0 1 1 54 0 0 4 1  
20 0 732 0 0 36 
2 1  0 288 0 0 43 
22 0 78 1 0 0 42 
23 0 49 1 0 0 40 
24 0 465 0 1 38  
25  1 57 1 0 1 43 
26 0 68 1 1 3 39 
27 0 433 0 0 44 
28 0 864 0 0 36 
29 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 43 
30 0 608 1 0 40 
3 1  0 3 75 3 3 45 
32  0 394 0 1 40 
3 3  0 740 0 2 45 
34 1 600 2 2 1 2  
3 5  0 249 0 0 1 9  
3 6  0 1 66 0 4 1 4  
3 7  0 298 1 0 1 9  
3 8  1 1 56 0 1 1 3  
39  1 3 5 7  6 1 4  20 
40 0 1 605 1 1 24 
4 1  0 203 0 0 1 6  
42 0 425 0 0 1 9  
43 0 544 0 1 23 
44 1 634 1 4 37  
45 0 1 046 0 0 42 
46 0 549 0 0 42 
47 0 1 1 1 7 1 0 40 
48 0 1 96 5 4 48 
49 0 678 3 0 47 
50 0 463 2 0 40 
5 1  0 848 2 0 35 
52 0 597 4 0 44 
53 0 45 1 1 0 49 
54 0 737  2 0 36  
55  0 3 0 1  0 0 36  
56 0 394 0 0 3 8  
57  0 864 0 0 3 8  
58  0 286 0 0 36 
59 0 68 1 1 0 37  
60 0 1 84 1  5 0 47 
6 1  0 946 0 0 43 
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62 0 798 1 
63 0 1 477 0 
64 0 982 4 
65 0 398 0 
66 1 739 5 
5.3 Data A n a Jysi 
5.3. 1 M od e l  P a r a m eters a n d  Ass u m ptions 
Co e Study 
0 38  
0 .+3 
0 43 
0 38  
0 43 
Detai l d model outputs of the case stud are provided in Annexure 2 .  The parameters and 
as umption u ed in these analyses are given below. Ma..:dmum walkable distance is set as 
800 meter , obtained from a survey conducted in  Dubai (Hassan et al . ,  20 I 0 and Ahmed 
et a l . ,  20 1 1 )  which has s imi lar environmental condition l ike Al Ain. Frequency of service 
i -+ per hour obtained from the RTTSRC (2009) study. Percentage of decreased 
pa engel' i s  taken as zero (0%).  As there is no other public bus transportation in Al Ain 
and the other altemati e (tax i )  is a bit more expensive users are expected to use the bus 
serv ice even i f  stops are to be consol idated. The assumptions are simi lar to these 
di cu sed in Chapter 3 .  
Parameters 
1 .  lvfaximum Walkable Distance: 800 m eter 
2 .  Frequency of Service: 4 per h o u r  
3 .  Percentage of Decreased Pas engers: 0 % 
A u m ptions 
1 .  Acceleration Rate = 0.5 m/s2 
2. Deceleration Rate = 2 m/s2 
3 .  Walking Speed = 5 ki lomete rs/ho u r  
4.  Disuti l i ty = 0.4 
5 .  Door Open-Close Time at Each Stop = 5 seconds 
6. Boarding Time per Passenger = 3.5 seconds 
7. Alighting Time per Passenger = 1 second  
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5.3.2 M ode l  S u m m a ry 
The summary of the model results is gi en in  Table 5 . 5 .  It shows that a total of 30 stops 
( 1 2  towards Bawadi Mal l and 1 8  towards Hi l i  Park) can be consol idated along route 900. 
Thi represents about 3 5 . 7% of the total el igible stops for consol idation. About 3 . 1 9% of 
the u er tra 1 time can be sa ed towards Bawadi Mal l direction (62.5 minutes out of 
1 959 minute of the initial users' tra el  time), and 5 .3% towards H i l i  Park direction. The 
operating time sa ing is 3 . 54% (2 .75 minutes savings from an initial operating time of 
77.6 minute ) towards Bawadi Mall direction and 5 .62% towards H i l i  Park direction. 
On route 930, a total of 36 stops ( 1 4 towards Al Bateen and 22 towards Al Fo 'a Mal l )  can 
b con ol idated . Thi represents about 3 3 .6% of the total e l igible stops for consolidation. 
About 4 . 1 9% of the user tra el time can be saved towards Al Bateen direction. and 
savmgs 1 5 . 72% towards Al Fo'a Mall direction. The operating time saving is 3 . 8 1 %  
towards 1 Bateen direction and 6 .22% towards Al Fo 'a  Mall  direct ion. 
Table 5.5 S u m m a ry Table of Case Study 
Route 900 Route 930 
To Bawadi  To H i l i  To A I  T o  A l  
Mal l  Park Bateen Fo 'a 
Total umber of Stops 46 52 60 66 
Total Number of El igible Stops for 3 8  46 48 59 
Consol idation 
Total Number of Consol idated Stops 1 2  1 8  1 4  22 
Percentage of Conso l idated Stops (%) 3 1 .6 39 . 1 29.2 37.29 
In itial Users' Travel Time ( minutes) 1 959 2258 2400 2 1 74 
Users' Tra el Time Savings (minutes) 62.5 1 1 9 .6 1 00.5 1 24.3 
Users' Travel Time Savings (%) 3 . 1 9  5 . 3  4 . 1 9  5 .72 
I nitial Operating Time (minutes) 77.6 77.7 98.6 1 00.8 
Operating Time Savings (minutes) 2 .75 4 . 37  3 . 76 6.27 
Operating Time Savings (%) 3 . 54 5 .62 3 . 8 1 6.22 
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5.3.3 Loca t i o n a l  A n a ly i 
The locations of consol idated tops are shown in Figure 5 .2  to 5 . 5 .  The e figures also 
ho\ the position of remaining stops. In  Town Center area. the percentage of 
con ol idation is relatively high .  Towards Bawadi Mal l direction, out of the 1 2  stops in 
this area (among them 3 are transfer stops). 5 stops are consol idated (56%). To\ ard the 
H i l i  Park direction, the con ol idation in Town Center area is about this is 70%, towards 
I Bate n i 57% and towards I Fo ' a Mall is 60%. This may be attributed to the 10\ er 
top pacing in Town Center area compared to the other areas. This finding is simi lar to 
the finding of Wirasinghe and Ghoneim ( 1 98 1 ), Furth and Rahbee (2000), Saka (200 1 )  
and MUHay (200 1 ). 
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Figu re 5.3: Consol idated Stops on Route 900 toward s  H il i  Pa rk 
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Figure 5.5: Consolidated Stops on Route 930 towards AI Fo' a  M all  
5.3.4 Change in  Distance 
The average di stance between stops is increased. Towards Bawadi Mal l ,  the average 
distance between stops was in it ia l ly  about 645 m, which is increased to 873 m after the 
consol idation It is i ncreased to 877 m from 574 m towards Hi l i  Park, 749 m, to 977 m 
towards AI Bateen. and 679 m to 1 0 1 8  m towards AI  Fo'a mal l .  
5.3.5 Value o f  Savings 
The value of savings after the consol idation are est imated and presented in  tab le  5 .6  
Here, the  users' travel costs are assumed to be  US$ 8 . 5  per hour ( Hess e t  al . ,  2004). 
Operating cost per vehicle hour is  assumed as US$ 60 according to Bertini and El­
Geneidy (2004) .  Table 5 6 shows t hat considerable amount of users' and operators cost 
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can be saved i f  these stop are consol idated. For route 900, the yearl ' co t saving is 
about U 864 908, \ here users cost savings is  about U 677,958 and operators co t 
sa ings is  about 1 86,950. For route 930, the sa ing is even more; about 
1 J 00,282 yearly ( for users' U 836,78 1 and for operator U $ 263 ,50 1 ) . If  the 
maintenanc cost of th consol idated stops included, the figure wi l l  be increased more. 
Table 5.6 S u m m a ry of Cost Saving 
U: er . Travel Cost Dai ly 
avings (U ) Yearly 
Operat ing Co t Savings Daily 
( ) Yearly 
Users' 
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5.3 .6  Sensit iv ity with M a xi m u m  W a l kable  D ista nce 
Route 930 
To AI  To AI 
Bateen Fo'a  
1 ,025 1 ,267 
374, 1 62 462,620 
270 45 1 
98 ,725 1 64,776 
836,78 1 
263 ,50 1 
1 , 1 00,282 
As discussed earl ier in  section 4 . 3 .4, a test i s  performed to check the sensitivi ty of 
maximum walkable distance (or wi l l ingness to walk) .  Here, the model is run with three 
levels of maximum 11'alkable distance (600, 800 and 1 000 m) .  The results are shown in 
Table 5.7. The number of consolidated stops is increased significantly  with the increase 
of maximum walkable distance. Savings i n  users' travel t ime and operating times are 
i ncreased sign ificantl y  as wel l .  So, maximum walkable distance has significant influence 
on the response variables. 
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Table 5.7  en iti  ity of the Output  with M a x i m u m  Walking Di tance 
I Route Direction Output  Maximum Wa lking 
Di  tance 
600 m 800 m 1 000 m 
900 Toward Total Number of Consolidated Stops 8 1 2  1 4  
Bawadi Users' Tra el Time Sa ings (%) 2 , 0 1  3 . 1 9  4 ,05 
Mal l Operating Time Sa ings (%) 2.25 3 . 54 4.55 
Towards Total Number of Consolidated Stops 1 1  1 8  20 
H i l i  Park Users' Travel Time Sa ings (%) 3 . 3 8  5 .3  5 .46 
Operating Time Savings (%) 3 .29 5 .62 6.34 
930 To\ ards Total umber of Consol idated Stops 7 1 4  23 
I Bateen Users' Travel Time Savings (%) 2 . 1 2  4 . 1 9  5 .76 
Operat ing Time Savings (%) 1 . 77 3 . 8 1  6.49 
Towards Total Number of Consolidated Stops 9 22 27 
Al Fo'a Users' Tra el Time Savings (%) 2 . 35  5 . 72 7.48 




6. 1 C h a racteristics of the M odel 
The study pre ented a mathematical model and a program that enable deci sion making on 
con ol idating transit stops according to the users' benefit.  One of the important bases of 
stop con ol idation decision making is the users' travel time savings. The model i terates 
unt i l  users' benefit (travel t ime savings) is maximi zed. Throughout the case study on two 
routes in Al Ain Ci ty bus service, the study showed that the users can benefit by stop 
con ol idation. On route 900, about 1 82 . 1 (62 .5  minutes in one direction and 1 1 9 .6 
minute in  the other direct ion) minutes of users' travel time can be saved each trip, which 
can save US$ 1 858  daily (US$ 677,958 per year). On route 930, US$ 836,78 1 per year 
can be sa ed. 
This model retains the concept of accessibi l ity as it works for the benefit of the users. 
Although the distance between stops is increased after stop consol idation, sti l l  these are 
within the accessible distance. It considers the user's perception of accessibi l i ty by users' 
wi l l ingness to walk for the bus service (maximum walkable distance). As wi l l ingness to 
walk varies from place to place, the model is designed to cope with this situation. 
This model used users' wi l l ingness to walk to determine the maximum walkable distance 
which is the most influential parameter of demand change. Thus, it is expected that the 
demand change wi l l  be very m inimum or negl igible. Although this model incorporates 
this demand change ( i f  any) by taking inputs (percentage of decreased passengers) from 
the users through a user survey. To estimate the percentage of decreased passengers, one 
can run the model to determine the consol idated stops assuming no demand change, then 
conduct user surveys at the chosen stops (for consol idation) to know the percentages of 
the decreased passengers and use these values to re-analyze the route. The percentage of 
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decrea ed passenger can also be estimated using some appropriate mode split model to 
capture the effect of stop consol idation on ridership.  
nother important feature of the model is i ts abi l i ty to demonstrate how much 
trip/operat ing time can be saved after consol idation. This is a er important issue for the 
agency as they intend to maximize profit, without hampering the ridership. This model 
ho\. s ery good reduction in trip time. On route 900, towards Bawadi Mal l ,  2 .75 minutes 
( 3 . 54%) trip t ime i reduced after consol idation. Along the other direction of route 900 
(toward H i l i  Park), the reduction is even more (4 . 37  minutes, 5 .62%). On route 930, 
about 6 .27 minutes (6 .22%) can be reduced by this model .  This reduction in travel time 
save 1 86,950 per year, on route 900, and US$ 263 ,50 1 per year on route 930. 
The model is fonnulated by calculating the direct impacts of stop consolidation on users 
tra el time savings. Users initial travel times and operating t imes are also calculated 
direct ly. As a result, this model is free from probable complications (which are cornmon 
to indirect fonnulations, for example, comparing from a base case scenario) .  
This  model uses a combinatorial procedure to assess the various consol idation decisions. 
It analyzes (only if there are consecutive stops yielding posit ive travel time savings after 
consol idation) and selects the combinat ions that give the best yields (travel time savings). 
The process is  i terative in nature; a new route profile is created after every i teration which 
is analyzed in the next iteration. This maximizes the consol idation opportunities. The use 
of the combinatorial process can also be replaced by the use of a dynamic programming 
recursive approach in  fonnulating the problem. Nonetheless, the execution effort 
undertaken by the combinatorial approach adopted here is  quite reasonable given that the 
number of probable  stops that can be consol idated is l imited. 
Researchers usual l y  do sensit ivity analysis by observing the first derivatives from a 
continuous approximation or study the finite differences in  a discrete method. This study 
deals this process by a multi-level factorial experimental method by taking different 
response outputs of d ifferent hypothetical scenarios. Statistical methods were used to 
detennine the important factors and their characteristics. 
This  study also pointed out the important detenninants of the model by the experimental 
factorial design analysis. Distance between stops appeared to be the most important 
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factor. Chances of consol idation are higher in cases of closely spaced stops. The e 
chances gradual l decrease ith the increase of top spacing. avings in the users travel 
and operating times are al 0 more when stops are closely spaced. 
The number of boarding and alighting passenger (passengers ' activity) has important 
effect on consol idation and users' tra el time savings. Chances of stop consol idation are 
higher when the level of passenger. ' activity is too low. A moderate level pa sengers ' 
activity igni ficantly decreases the chance of consol idation, while higher level of 
passengers ' activity shows a tendency to increase this chance. The passenger . activity 
hows simi lar relationship with the percentage of travel time savings. The study 
recommends a comprehensive in estigation on the effect of the passengers ' acri. ity on 
the percentage of con olidated stops and the percentage of travel time savings. 
The factor percentage of decreased passengers proves to be important for stop 
consol idation and operat ing t ime savings. Although the passengers' loss decreases the 
re enue of the agency, the study found that it can increase the chance of consol idation 
and can actual l y  improve the travel time. 
The m(L'(imum walkable distance (or users' wi l l ingness to walk), which is an indicator of 
accessibil i ty, shows significant effect on stop consol idation (see Section 5 . 3 . 3 ) . The 
number of consol idated stops increases with the increase of the maximum walkable 
distance. Eventual ly,  i t  i ncreases the users travel time savings and decreases the trip 
times. Stop conso l idation or savings in operating time do not depend much on the 
frequency of service or the average cruising speed. In a setting of high frequency of 
sen ice and low passengers ' activity, the percentage of travel time savings can increase. 
6.2 L i m itat ions of the Model  
The model has certain l imi tations. 
.. The model does not account for the route path characteristics such as the number 
of intersections, and type of traffic control which may have some influence on the 
bus trip time. S ince the model is developed to address al l  types of transit systems, 
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it use the a erage l ink peed (average travel speed between two stops) to 
repre ent the route path characteristics. 
� The model a sumes that the schedule is  uninterrupted. The schedule uncertainties 
are not modeled due to the complexity of the problem, and considered out of the 
cop of the work . 
� The as umption of e enly distributed population throughout the route rna be a bit 
unreal istic, though many researchers adopt this in their studies. 
• Users are assumed to walk to and from the stop. In  real i ty, people can use other 
modes as wel l .  
6.3 I m p rove m e n t  o f  t h e  M odel a n d  Fu t u re Study Oppo rt u n i ties 
I n  tlu model ,  some inputs l ike door open/c lose time, boarding and al ighting times per 
passenger are assumed. These values can be different depending on the type of transit 
ehicle, human characteristics or social influence, number of l ift  operation, etc. It is 
suggested to conduct surveys to accurately estimate these values. 
This study investigated the relationship among the distance between stops (distance 
between analyzed stop and its subsequent stop) and the response variables. The effect of 
the distance betvveen the analyzed stop and its preceding stop is not investigated. The 
effects of the combinations of these two distances and response variables can also be 
studied. 
This model is  based on maximizing users' benefit (travel time savings and accessibi l i ty) 
by stop consol idation. A lthough i t  is designed to retain the passengers, as it accounts 
users wi l l ingness to walk, few passengers nught discontinue the service after the 
consol idation. The study shows that i f  the passenger loss is high, the chances of 
consol idation increase. Nonetheless, a high percentage of passenger loss is not desirable, 
as i t  can decrease the ridership and hence the revenue of the agency. Research can be 
done to investigate the tradeoff between travel time savings and loss of revenue due to 
loss of passengers. 
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here might be a relationship among the on-board passengers and the response variable 
( t p consol idation tra el  time savings, operating time sa ings) which is not investigated 
in thi study. The number of boarding and al ighting passengers (separately) can ha\'e 
in fluence on the respon e variables. Consolidation of a stop can be affected by these 
attributes (boarding al ighting and on-board passengers) of the preceding and the 
con ecutive top . These is ues can also be in estigated. 
the model proved to be sensitive to the passengers' activity data, care should be taken 
to use thi data. A the passengers' activit has hourly (peak, off-peak) and weekly 
(weekday, weekend) ariations, the model outputs might be different for different 
passengers' acti ity data. A stop chosen for consol idation using one dataset might not be 
elected using another dataset. There are two alternative strategies to handle this issue; 
fir 1 ,  to use a single analysis with some average hourly passengers' activity, and second, 
to carry on multiple analyses with different hourly passengers' activity data. The second 
alternative need further assessment to take consol idation decision. The model can also be 
improved to analyze multiple input datasets. 
This model can also be improved to generate more outputs such as the change in walking 
distances, change in wal king time, and change in in-vehicle time, etc . The value of the 
cost sa ings can also be included in the model .  The modal spl its to and from the stops 
may also be quite beneficial .  
The research can be extended to develop a real t ime decision making system for stopping. 
By integrating real t ime information devices l ike AVL and smart phones, this system can 
inform the bus drivers ahead of time in which stoppage he have to stop or skip. This can 
also inform the passengers which nearby stop they have to go for boarding. This can save 
trip t imes and the transit operations wil l  be better managed. 
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An nex ure 1 
CALCU LATIONS 
C a l c u la tio ns of Tota l C r u isi ng Time a n d  Average L i n k  Speed 
A tran i t  vehicle tarts from a top with an acceleration of ae, to reach a velocity of v 
(average cruising speed), at t ime tJ co ering a distance of SI .  It continues i ts journey with 
the average elocity of v to cross a distance of S2 (which takes a time interval of 12) unti l  it 
appl ie break to reach a stop. The decelerating rate is dc, and it takes an interval of t3 to 
eros S3 distance to stop. The entire journey takes T time interval (total cruising t ime) and 
it coveres a distance of (distance between two stops) .  
Total cruising t ime (7) and the average speed on the l ink ( V)  can be calculated as fol lows: 
v v v 
o� (2, S2 )� t], S]O 
( T, s, V ) 
The known values are : 
v = average cruising speed on the l i nk 
S = l i nk length 
T = cruising t ime on the l i nk 
ae = acceleration rate 
de = deceleration rate 
The values to be derieved are : 
T = total cruising t ime on the l i nk 
V = average speed of  the l ink 
tl =vldc 
t3=vlde 
SI  = de *t/12 = v212de 
S3 = de *t/12 = v212de 
S2 = S - SI - S3 
= S - v212ac - v212de 
t2 = s21v 
= (S - il2ae - v212de) I v  
= Siv - vl2ac - vl2de 
T = viae + (slv - vl2ae - vl2de) + vide 
= vl2ae + vl2de - slv 
V = SIT 
1 00 
Annexure 1 Calculation 
C a l c u l a tions  of C r u is i n g  Tim e, Average Cru is ing S peed , a n d  Average 
L i n k  S peed Afte r Consol ida tion 





� O  010 tl t1 
SI) 11. VI Sl) T1, V2 
( T, V  ) 
The known values are T = TI + T2 - (, - t2 
v) = average cruising speed on preceding l ink T = TJ + T2 - v/ac - vydc 
V2 = average cruisi ng speed on subsequent l ink V =  T I (SJ + S2) 
1 = distance from preceding stop 
2 = distance to subsequent stop 
T, = cruising time on preceding l ink 
T2 = cruising t ime on subsequent l ink 
VI = average speed on preceding l ink 
V� = average speed on subsequent l ink 
ac = acceleration rate 
de = deceleration rate 
S, = v/12ac 
S2 = v/12dc 
S3 = S} + S2 - SI - 2 
= S, + S2 - v/12ac - v/12de 
t3 = v/ac 
14 = vidc 
t5 = T - t3 - t-/ 
Values to be derieved = (TI + T2 - v/ac - vidc) - v/ae -
T = cruising time after consol idation v2ldc) 
v = a erage cruising speed after consol idation v = Syf5 
V =  average l ink speed after consolidation v = (S) + S2 - v/12ac - v/12dc) I (TJ + 
T2 - vJI2dc - vy2de) - v/lac - vydc) 
1 0 1  
An nex ure 2 
DETAILED OUTPUTS OF CASE 
STUDY 
. Route 900, H i l i  Park to Bawadi Mall 
B .  Route 900, Bawadi Mall  to Hi l i  Park 
. Route 930, Al Fo'a Mal l to Al Bateen 
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Number of Alighting 
Passengers 
Number of Alighting 
Passengers at 
Subsequent Stop 
N umber of Boarding 
Passengers 
Number of On·board 
Passengers 
Cruising Speed along 
the Preceding link 
section (kmlhr) 
Cruising Speed along 
the Subsequent link 
section (km/hr) 
Current Stop Number 
Boarding passengers 
at the preceding stop 
after consolidation 
Boarding passengers 
at the subsequent stop 
after consolidation 
Alighting passengers 
at the preceding stop 
after consolidation 
Alighting passengers 
at the subsequent stop 
after consolidation 
T ravel Time Savings 
(minute) 
Cruising time on 
preceding link 
(seconds) 
Cruising time on 
subsequent link 
(seconds) 
Average speed on 
preceding link 
(meters/second) 
Average speed on 
subsequent link 
(meters/second) 
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